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Abstract 
The distribution, population structure, social organisation, and behaviour of 
sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) was investigated off the Kaikoura coast 
between spring 1990 and summer 1992. Acoustic surveys of uniform coverage design, 
stereophotogrammetry, and identification photographs were used to carry out this 
investigation. 
The abundance of whales peaked in winter, when significantly more whales 
were heard during acoustic surveys. Data collected on seasonal distribution and habitat 
partitioning between large and small males indicate an inshore peak in abundance of 
large males during winter. Whaling data gathered in this area and knowledge of local 
fishing trends suggest that this may be in response to movements of groper . 
The development of a simple, accurate, boat-based stereophotogrammetry 
system allowed us to make size estimates for 41 individually identified sperm whales. 
Length estimates for these whales ranged from 8.69 metres to 14.95 metres with 
median 95% confidence limits of± 0.46 metres. 
Likely sex, age, and maturity levels were assigned for all measured and 
identified whales in the population. These assignments were based on our length 
estimates, presence or absence of a dorsal callus and an age/length key. Dorsal calluses 
were observed on 24.4% of whales believed to be females, immatures and pubertal 
males. Our data indicate that the population of sperm whales off the Kaikoura coast was 
largely comprised of young males between the ages of about 10 and 20 years. Most of 
the whales were in the age range of pubertal males, with five males being in the 
sexually mature age range, and three in the socially mature age range. There were also a 
few small whales whose sizes suggest they may be females or immature males. 
Associations among whales were weak. The majority of encounters were with 
single whales. Large groups were rarely seen, and whales seen in groups tended to be 
of similar size. Breaches, lobtails, and codas, which are believed to serve in social 
communication, were very infrequent. 
The whales appeared to be spending most of their time feeding. Dives lasting an 
average of 40 minutes were typically followed by a c. 10 minute resting period at the 
surface. Whales approached while at the surface sometimes exhibited avoidance 
reactions to approaching vessels by turning away or shallow diving. 
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Sperm whale biology: 
The sperm whale gets its common English name from a contraction of spermaceti whale; 
spermaceti being the characteristic waxy substance found in the head. Spermaceti means "sperm 
of the whale" and is so called because it resembles semen. The scientific name Physeter 
macrocephalus is derived from the latinised Greek nouns "physeter" and "macrocephalus" 
meaning "blower" and "big-head" respectively (Rice, 1989). Sperm whales are easily 
recognisable by their huge barrel-shaped heads, with a single sigmoid-shaped blowhole 
prominently located on the upper front left of the head. They are also recognisable by their 
thick, low, rounded dorsal fin and, behind it, a series of dorsal humps which are exposed as 
the whale begins a deep dive. 
Sperm whales have an almost universal distribution, unequalled by any other marine 
mammal except the killer whale Orcmus orca. Sperm whales are found in all deep oceans of the 
world from the equator to the polar pack ice (Rice, 1989). The geographical distribution is 
different for mature males, females and immature whales. Sperm whales have a complex social 
system in which the mature males and females spend most of the year apart. The basic social 
unit is the "mixed" or ''nursery" group which consists of mature females, their calves, and 
immatures. These groups typically contain around 20 individuals and appear stable in 
composition over periods of years (Best, 1979; Whitehead, 1987a). Nursery groups are 
confined to tropical and temperate waters, from about 40°S to 40°N (Gaskin, 1964). At 
puberty, males leave their nursery group and form groups with other males of similar size. 
These "bachelor" groups contain 12 to 15 animals which may aggregate to form larger, looser 
groups (Best, 1979). As the members of these groups mature, the groups tend to fragment. 
"Bachelor" groups range more widely than nursery groups and are usually found at higher 
latitudes (Whitehead and Amborn, 1985). During the winter breeding season, large males 
migrate to the tropics to join nursery groups. 
Mesopelagic squids form the basis of the diet of sperm whales in most oceans. Larger 
males generally prey on larger squids than the females and immature sperm whales (Rice, 
1989). Other food items such as large demersal fishes usually form a minor yet regular part of 
the diet. Non-food items such as stones, sponges and human-made flotsam and jetsam have 
also been found in the stomachs of sperm whales (Rice, 1989). 
Sperm whale distributions seem to be correlated with the topography of the sea floor. The 
conditions that lead to concentrations of sperm whales are thought to be deep productive waters 
off a steep continental shelf. This may be related to the needs either of sperm whales or their 
prey (Caldwell et. al., 1966; Bannister, 1968; Best, 1969). 
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How sperm whales locate and catch their prey is not clearly understood as it has never 
been possible to observe them feeding. Except for locating bioluminescent prey, vision is 
probably not of much use in prey capture as much feeding occurs at great depths. Possible 
feeding methods that have been proposed include active random tactile searching (Rice, 1989), 
attraction of prey to the white lips of the whales (Gaskin, 1967) and echolocation. Echolocation 
seems to be the most probable method used to locate prey but passive strategies have not been 
ruled out (Backus and Schevill, 1963; Caldwell et. al., 1966; Norris and Harvey, 1972; Rice, 
1989). 
Most delphinids and some other odontocetes make at least two types of vocalisations; 
clicks and whistles. Sperm whales have never been heard to whistle (Backus and Schevill, 
1963; Watkins, 1980). While at depth, sperm whales usually emit series of clicks, about one 
every 0.5 seconds (Whitehead and Weilgart, 1990). These clicks are intense, broadband pulses 
audible up to 10 kilometres distant (Watkins, 1980). Series of more or less regularly spaced 
clicks often end with "buzzes" or "creaks" of much higher repetition rate (~40clicks/second; 
Whitehead and Weilgart, 1990). Such buzzes probably represent echolocation during the 
closing phases of prey capture. Click trains are occasionally interupted by silences of up to 
several minutes (Whitehead, 1987a). It has not proven feasible to keep sperm whales in 
captivity (Klinowska, 1991), thus their use of clicks in echolocation is surmised rather than 
demonstrated via controlled experiment. Given the superb echolocation ability of other 
odontocetes, it seems likely that all odontocetes can echolocate (Norris, 1969). 
Short sequences of clicks are sometimes repeated in particular patterns or "codas" which 
are thought to identify individual whales (Watkins and Schevill, 1977). It has been proposed 
that sperm whales also use their clicks in communication (e.g. Watkins, 1980; Weilgart and 
Whitehead, 1988). 
Sperm whales are well known for their ability to perform long and deep dives, rivalled 
only by the beaked whales (Ziphiidae ). The longest dive time reported was 138 minutes and 
dives lasting 60-90 minutes have been reported by several observers (Rice, 1989). Dives of 
sperm whales may reach as deep as 3195 metres. This is inferred from field observations and 
analysis of benthic fish remains from stomach contents (Clarke, 1976). Such extreme depths 
are unusual however. Lockyer (1977) investigated diving behaviour of sperm whales and 
reported that 99.9% of dives were thought to be less than 1000 metres, and 77% less than 500 
metres. Papastavrou et. al. (1989) investigated sperm whale diving behaviour around the 
Galapagos Islands and found that the whales were diving to the approximate level of the 
oxygen minimum each season (370-420 metres). After a dive, sperm whales rest at the 
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surface. A whaler's rule-of-thumb predicts that they will blow once for each minute that they 
spent underwater. The frequency of these blows is about five to six a minute (Rice, 1989). 
In size, sperm whales are the most sexually dimorphic of all living cetaceans. Physically 
mature males are up to 40% longer, and 300% more massive than physically mature females, 
reaching up to 18.3 metres and 60 tons (Best, 1979). This size dimorphism is thought to be 
accompanied by changes in body shape (Nishiwaki et. al. 1963). Their far greater size can be 
used to identify mature males at sea. Another feature, the dorsal callus, also helps in identifying 
sex at sea. The callus appears as a roughness of the surface of the dorsal fin and is paler than 
the rest of the skin. The callus is usually oval or round but has a wide variation in size and 
shape, and is usually found on the top of the dorsal fin. It is present in most adult females and 
on some males less than 10 years of age (Kasuya and Ohsumi, 1966). 
During whaling days, scientists had access to whale carcasses from which they could 
collect data not easily collected from live animals. One such piece of information is the age of 
the whale. Three methods of age determination have been used on sperm whales. The first, 
counting the number of laminae in the bone of the lower jaw, has been shown to be of no use 
after the sperm whale has reached about 13 years (Best, 1974). The second method can only be 
applied to mature females and involves counting the number of corpora albicantia within the 
ovaries. This method is dependent upon two assumptions, first, that the :frequency of ovulation 
is regular, and second, that all corpora albicantia persist as visible scars of both successful and 
unsuccessful ovulations (Best, 1974). The third method is more reliable and involves counting 
the number of growth layers in the dentine of mandibular teeth. Each growth layer is formed by 
two bands, one light and one dark, which accumulate on the dentine. One growth layer is 
formed each year, with one band forming over winter and the other over summer (Ohsumi et. 
al., 1963). Today sperm whales are protected and these methods can only be used on animals 
which have stranded. Scientists now rely on age-length keys produced by the earlier studies to 
determine the ages of living animals. 
Female sperm whales reach sexual maturity at about nine years (range 7-13 years). This 
corresponds to a body length of about eight to nine metres. Females reach physical maturity at 
25 to 45 years by which time they are about 10 to 11 metres long (Best, 1974; Rice, 1989). 
Males reach puberty at 7-11 years (about nine to ten metres) At this stage about 50% of 
males are still immature at the centre of the testis. Pubertal males leave the breeding schools at 
15 to 21 years, just before reaching sexual maturity. Males are considered to have reached 
sexual maturity when the centre of the testis has matured. About 50% of males are also mature 
or maturing at the perifery of the testis at this stage. Sexual maturity is reached at about 18 to 21 
years (around 11 to 12 metres). Social maturity, when mature males join nursery groups for 
r 
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mating, is reached at 25-27 years ( about 13 to 14 metres). About half of the males have now 
matured at the periphery of the testis. Physical maturity, when growth ceases, is not reached 
until the animal is 35-65, and about 15 to 16 metres in length (Best, 1974; Rice, 1989). 
Rice (1989) produced summary growth curves for male and female sperm whales from 
growth curves produced by various other researchers. The following growth rate information 
was concluded from these summary curves. Sperm whales are about four metres long at birth. 
Growth appears rapid, although the growth curve is not well known for the first eight years due 
to the lack of specimens for study. In females the growth rate decreases after sexual maturity 
and ceases at physical maturity. Males grow slightly faster than females until they reach 
puberty, when the growth rate decreases slightly. Sexual maturation is prolonged and is 
followed by a slight increase in growth rate which gradually slows until full physical maturity is 
reached. 
Photogrammetry: 
Knowing the size of an animal can be very useful to a biologist. Length measurements 
may indicate the age or sex of an animal, and repeated measurements can be used to calculate 
growth rates. Calculating growth rates from repeated measurements of live animals is likely to 
be more accurate than the traditional method of plotting growth curves from an aged and 
measured sample of dead animals. It removes error associated with determining the age of the 
animal and also allows the measurement of growth rate of an individual through time. This 
produces a more direct measure of the growth rate. 
Currently the only reliable non-invasive method available for measuring whale length is 
photogrammetry. While photogrammetry has proven very useful and is likely to become 
increasingly important, there are problems associated with measuring live animals. At the 
surface, the whales are often moving and flexing as they do so. Also, while at the surface, only 
a small proportion of their body is visible at any one time, so direct estimates of total length are 
difficult to obtain. 
There are two systems that can be used to obtain photographic estimates of length; a 
single camera system and a two camera stereo-system. These systems have been used to 
measure whales from both boats and planes. The following is a brief summary of various 
single and stereo-camera systems that have been developed. The error statistics given by the 
authors have been converted (where possible) into coefficients of variation so that the accuracy 
of the different systems can be more easily compared. 
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Single camera systems: 
As well as measurement of the focal length of the lens in use, single camera systems 
require an independent measure of the range of the camera to the animal. In aerial 
photogrammetry this can be provided by a radar altimeter (e.g. Davis et .al., 1983) or by an 
object of known size (e.g. Whitehead and Payne, 1981). In photogrammetry from the masthead 
of a yacht, range can be estimated from the angle between the horizon and the water-line of a 
floating object (e.g. Gordon et.al. 1986; Gordon 1990). Single camera photogrammetry has 
been used to measure bowhead whales (Davis et. al., 1983), blue whales (Gordon et. al., 
1986), southern right whales (Whitehead and Payne, 1981) and sperm whales (Whitehead and 
Gordon, 1986; Gordon, 1990). 
Davies et. al. (1983) used low-level aerial photography to make a preliminary assessment 
of the length-frequency distribution and gross annual reproductive rate of Western Arctic 
bowhead whales. To determine the size and variation of errors in the system, calibration 
photographs were taken of a target of known length. For a 10 metre target the mean estimated 
length was 9.55 metres (coeficient of variation= 1.66%). 
A photographic method for measuring sperm whales was developed by Gordon 
(Whitehead and Gordon, 1986). Photographs were taken from the bosun's chair, at a fixed 
height above the water's surface, showing the whale at the surface and lying parallel to the 
horizon. The height of the observer is known, the angle between the whale and the horizon can 
be measured on the film and the range to the whale can be calculated using the curvature of the 
earth. The range together with the whale image length on film and focal length of the camera 
lens was used to estimate the length of the whale. Gordon (1990) more fully investigated this 
method of measuring sperm whales. Errors worsened as camera height decreased, range to the 
whale increased and when the orientation of the whale was not perpendicular to the 
photographer. 
Blue whales are difficult to measure photographically. Their huge size means that the 
dorsal fin and blowhole are rarely visible on the surface together, and while at the surface they 
are usually moving. Dorso-ventral bending while at the surface may make length estimates from 
single aerial photographs impossible. Gordon et. al. (1986) developed a technique whereby a 
mosaic of photographs taken during the blow cycle were used to obtain a total length estimate. 
A series of photographs is taken so that the complete blow cycle is captured from when the 
snout breaks the surface, covering the entire body length and ending with the flukes. The 
measurement method used was the same as that used by Whitehead and Gordon (1986) above. 
Calibration measurements made an object of known length had a coefficient of variation of 
40.06%. Not all of the errors in the system were able to be fully quantified but the authors 
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suggested that the consistency of their technique to obtain length estimates for each whale 
probably has less than 10% error. 
Whitehead and Payne (1981) used aerial photographs to identify and measure southern 
right whales. The lengths of the whales could be measured directly by comparing the image of 
the whale on film with that of a disk of known diameter which was mounted on a boat 
positioned next to the whales as they surfaced to breathe. Theoretical errors due to the position 
of the whale relative to the aeroplane were estimated as being around 3%. 
Two camera systems: 
Stereophotography allows the biologist to easily measure the size, density, and three-
dimensional spatial position of organisms without disturbing them or removing them from their 
habitat (Klimley and Brown, 1983). Stereophotography has several advantages over single 
camera photography. It provides improved resolution of detail and the ability to measure depth. 
It provides a means of determining three-dimensional coordinates, and can be used to determine 
true dimensions and shapes of organisms (Done, 1981). Stereophotography does not require an 
independent measure ofrange. 
Underwater stereophotography has been used to measure the lengths and three-
dimensional positions of free-swimming sharks (Klimley and Brown, 1983). As is typical in 
stereophotography, the scale to determine lengths of sharks was obtained from the horizontal 
displacement between the paired photographic images. Calibration trials taken of a 50 
centimetre object over a range of distances and with different measurers had coefficients of 
variation ranging from 0.53% to 3. 72%. 
The three-dimensional structure of airborne flocks of dunlin and starlings has been 
measured using stereophotography (Major and Dill, 1978). Calibration photographs of an 
object of known length gave a coefficient of variation of 15% for a 0.43 metre object in the 
horizontal plane, and 2.44% for a 0.41 metre object in the vertical plane. 
The shoulder heights of elephants can be used to estimate age and body mass and for 
comparing growth rates in different or changing environments (Ruther, 1982). 
Stereophotography has been used to make these measurements and offers several advantages to 
taking measurements from dead or immobilized animals. Ruther (1982) used a pair of close-
range metric cameras mounted to the back of a four wheel drive truck. Well-defined points in 
both photographs were measured to provide affine scaling (scaling in three dimensions). The 
accuracy of this system was tested by taking measurements from immobilised animals and 
comparing these results with stereo measurements of these same animals. Repeated 
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stereophotographic measurements of the same elephant gave coefficients of variation ranging 
from 0.50% to 1.24%. 
Cubbage and Calambok:idis (1987) used aerial stereophotography to measure the lengths 
of bowhead whales. The photos were taken from two wingtip mounted 35mm cameras and 
analysed on an analytical plotter. Additional scale data was provided by a radar altimeter. 
Calibrations were made from a series of photographs of a target of known length. The 
estimated mean length of a 15 metre target was 14.99 metres with a coefficient of variation of 
1.66%. 
Stereophotography was the preferred method for our study as this technique provides 
improved resolution of detail and a means of determining three-dimensional coordinates for 
measuring the sperm whales while they are at the surface. The single camera masthead method 
devised by Gordon (1990) is not suitable for the Kaikoura area as conditions are usually too 
rough. Aerial stereophotography was not feasible due to the costs involved so we devised a 
simple boat-based system similar in design to the system used by Major and Dill (1978). 
Relevance of this study: 
Almost all research on living sperm whales has focussed on nursery groups in the 
tropics. By comparison, little is known of the behaviour and ecology of males or the 
composition of populations which do not appear to migrate to the breeding grounds. Before 
realistic models of sperm whale population dynamics or responses to exploitation can be 
developed, information relating to age structure, behaviour, sex and social structure of the 
different sperm whale groups must be available. If the social organisation of sperm whales is to 
be fully understood, it is necessary to have an understanding of the biology and population 
structure of the species as a whole (Best, 1979). 
Data on the distribution, abundance and population biology of sperm whales are needed 
for conservation management at the national and global level. This study is designed to address 
specific needs of the International Whaling Commission (IWC) and the New Zealand 
Department of Conservation (DOC). It will provide useful data on the behaviour, size structure, 
age and sex of a population mostly composed of males in the immature, pubertal, sexually and 
socially mature categories. 
The data we gather will be able to be used in management models such as those currently 
being constructed by the IWC, and will also be useful for other models investigating the 
response of sperm whale populations to exploitation (e.g. Whitehead, 1987b ). 
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The Kaikoura area is rich in marine life and is exploited by a variety of tourist operations 
taking visitors to view marine mammals. As a result of this tourist trade, DOC are coming 
under increasing pressure to monitor and protect the population of sperm whales in the 
Kaikoura area. This study will provide seasonal estimates of abundance and indicate areas 
which are intensively used by the whales on a seasonal basis. 
This study also provides a simple boat-based stereophotographic method for measuring 
sperm whales at sea. Biologists will be able to collect measurements which can easily be 
converted to ages from age-length keys and allow the age structure of populations to be 
investigated more fully. This method can probably be adapted for use with other whale species 
also. 
The project is part of a larger study conducted by Drs. Dawson and Slooten, which will 
use mark-recapture analysis of naturally marked individuals and acoustic census techniques to 
estimate the number of whales using the Kaikoura area and how this varies with season. 
Chapter 2 




When beginning a study on a population of animals two of the first questions that need to 
be answered are how many animals are there in the population, and how are the animals 
distributed throughout the area? These questions can be answered using standard survey 
techniques. The following is a brief overview of the types of surveys available and their 
designs. The main biases associated with these surveys are also mentioned. (For a more 
comprehensive coverage, particularly of the biases and analyses, refer to Hiby and Hammond 
(1989), and Seber (1992)). 
Inherent to all the forms of survey are errors which may result in a biased estimate of 
population size. Availability bias occurs when an animal is concealed by other animals or by the 
environment and is not 11 available11 for counting. Perception bias (often called visibility bias) 
occurs when animals are available for counting but are missed. These two errors result in a 
negatively biased population estimate (Seber, 1992). Also, surveys usually assume that all 
animals within a population are equally likely to be detected. If this is not so, bias may result. 
Other biases are introduced through the different survey methods. 
Survey Design 
For surveys to provide unbiased population size estimates they must cover a 
representative sample of the area for which a population estimate is required. Various factors 
within this area will influence the survey design that can be used. For example, shifting ice 
edges may make it impractical to use a uniform coverage survey design (Hiby and Hammond, 
1989). 
Uniform coverage designs, where each point within the study area has an equal chance of 
being surveyed, are not very flexible in design but easier to analyse than variable coverage 
designs. However, analytical costs are generally insignificant in comparison to the cost of 
undertaking the survey (Hiby and Hammond, 1989). 
Variable coverage surveys can allow increased flexibility in the design of the survey. For 
example, the rules for plotting transect lines could be decided in the design stage but the transect 
lines themselves selected when and where conditions allow the survey to be performed. This is 
important when the survey could be influenced by factors such as changing ice edges or 
adverse weather conditions (Hiby and Hammond, 1989). 
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Simple Random Survey Designs 
Unbiased estimates of whale population sizes can be obtained from simple random 
surveys (uniform coverage design). The area to be surveyed is divided into a number of fixed 
blocks. Within these blocks, transects are allocated randomly so that each point within the block 
has an equal chance of being covered in the survey (ie. the coverage probability, p, is uniform 
throughout the block) (Hiby and Hammond, 1989). 
If Li represents the total transect length ( = amount of survey effort), Ai represents the area of 
the block, eswi represents the effective search width for blocki, and ni represents the number of 
targets (whales) sighted in blocki, and if Li is allocated as described above, then the unbiased 
total population size estimate, & is: 
A 
N = L niAJ(2Liesw) 
i 
where the summation is over the number of blocks. 
Variable Coverage Probability Designs 
It is not always possible to design a survey so that the coverage probability is uniform 
within a block. Unbiased estimates of population size can be obtained even when the coverage 
probabilities at each sighting, p, are not constant within a block. It is necessary to be able to 
calculate the coverage probability at each sighting and for the coverage probability throughout 
the area to be surveyed to be non-zero. If p is zero for some of the survey area a negative bias is 
introduced into the population size estimate (Hiby and Hammond, 1989). 
Visual Surveys: 
Visual cues are used to sight target animals while they are at the surface. Cues suitable for 
cetacean surveys include blows, splashes and portions of the body visible above the water 
(Best, 1982). 
Line Transect surveys 
Line transect sampling is the most frequently used survey method for cetaceans (e.g. 
Kasamatsu and Ohsumi, 1985) and is a generalisation of strip transect surveys. 
The data required from line transect surveys are: 
1) The number of targets sighted over a measured distance on sighting effort (while the vessel 
is not closing on targets (see below)) and, 
2) an estimate of y, the perpendicular distance from the transect line to the target at the moment 
it is sighted. The perpendicular distance is difficult to measure due to a lack of low-cost, 
robust range-finding technology. 
For cetaceans, pods or schools are normally the targets rather than individual animals (Hiby and 
Hammond, 1989). 
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Species identification and an estimation of the pod or school size can be made using one 
of two methods. In passing mode the vessel never leaves the transect line and all sightings are 
recorded as primary sightings. This method can make it difficult to identify the species 
positively and to estimate the size of the group if the pod or school are at a distance from the 
vessel (Gunnlaugsson, 1990). 
The second method, direct closing mode, is more widely used. A temporary deviation is 
made from the transect line to the target at the moment of sighting. This allows positive species 
identification and a more accurate estimate of group size. The initial sighting is classified as the 
primary sighting and any subsequent sightings made while the vessel is closing on the target are 
classified as secondary sightings, and not included in the analysis. Biases are introduced in this 
method due to the vessel moving from the transect line into areas of different target density 
(Gunnlaugsson, 1990). 
Strip surveys: 
Strip surveys are often carried out by aircraft but can be undertaken from ships also (e.g. 
Rice, 1977). The sighting platform progresses along each transect line recording the number of 
targets, (n), sighted within the predetermined distance, (w), from the transect line. Individual 
whales, pods or schools may be used as sighting targets. If the targets are pods or schools they 
are only included in the sample if the centre of the group lies within the predetermined strip 
boundary (Hiby and Hammond, 1989). 
If the detection of all targets within the strip is certain then the effective search width, 
(esw), equals the width of the strip scanned during the survey, (w). The coverage probability, 
p'i is based on a nominal strip width of two units and is equal to 2L/A where L = total track 




Line transect surveys have several advantages over strip surveys (Seber 1992): 
1) they generally have a smaller mean square error associated with them, 
2) not all animals have to be sighted, 
3) visibility bias does not increase as transect width increases, and 
4) sightings are not restricted to those within a given sighting distance 
Aerial Visual Surveys: 
Aerial surveys have many advantages over shipboard surveys, particularly for surveying 
populations of large cetaceans: 
1) reaction to the vessel by whales is virtually eliminated, 
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2) it is easier to deviate from the transect line for species identification and group size 
estimates, 
3) random whale movement bias is eliminated, and 
4) practical difficulties involved in surveying particularly rugged coastline or shifting ice are 
eliminated. 
Aerial surveys are best for determining population trends for small cetaceans, but ships 
are better for estimating total abundance. Aircraft can be used to survey large areas quickly but 
abundance estimates must be multiplied by large and uncertain correction factors as the majority 
of animals will be underwater at any given time. When the goal is the detection of population 
abundance trends over time, the faster and wider ranging cover from aircraft make them the 
logical choice. The correction factor for underwater animals becomes irrelevant as indices of 
relative abundance can be used instead of absolute abundance estimates (Forney et. al.., 1991). 
Acoustic Surveys: 
Some of the sighting survey techniques outlined above are also potentially available for 
acoustic surveys. Different cetacean species have characteristic or unique vocalisations which 
make the use of their vocalisations as survey cues possible (e.g. sperm whales; Backus and 
Schevill, 1963). 
Acoustic surveys can be performed using non-directional hydrophones (e.g. Folkow and 
Blix, 1990). If the relationship between the vocalisation rate and the number of whales present 
is known then non-directional hydrophones can be used to estimate population size. Sperm 
whales are particularly suitable for this technique as they produce clicks at regular intervals 
while underwater. Whitehead and Weilgart (1990) have used non-directional hydrophones to 
measure click rates for sperm whales and have calculated an overall click rate for the calibration 
of acoustic censuses for this animal. They have also developed a simple computer-based system 
which can reliably count the number of clicks on a section of pre-recorded tape. 
Directional hydrophones can provide additional information, as the bearing to individual 
whales can be estimated. At each station along the transect a single 3600 sweep of a directional 
hydrophone will allow the number of whales vocalising in the area to be determined. The 
compass bearing to each whale can also be recorded. The average effective range of the 
hydrophone is needed to be able to determine the area covered by the survey. The correlation 
between the pattern of bearings to vocalising whales heard at successive stations along the 
transect can be used to calculate the average effective range as long as the distance between 
stations does not exceed the effective range of the hydrophone (ie. the successive sweeps of the 
hydrophone must overlap) (Hiby and Hammond, 1989). 
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Hiby and Lovell (1989) have developed a computer program based on this concept that 
calculates the density and abundance of sperm whales and an estimate of effective range for the 
hydrophone. Their 'cartwheels' sampling technique requires the following data to be recorded: 
1) number of whales heard and the compass bearing to them, 
2) latitude and longitude of each successive station along the transect, 
3) time the sweep of the.hydrophone was made for each station. 
It also requires an estimate of the proportion of time that the whales spend clicking. 
We have trialed this method to analyse our acoustic surveys of sperm whales off the 
Kaikoura coast. Unfortunately we struck some difficulties with this program which we were 
unable to get sorted out before the deadline for this thesis. Coefficients of variation associated 
with the abundance estimates were unrealistically large, up to c. 50 times the mean abundance 
estimate. In addition, estimates of directional hydrophone range varied between seasons, and 
also had large coefficients of variation. 
Hydrophone arrays (towed or moored) can be used to calculate the positions of whales in 
two or three dimensions (e.g. Clark et. al., 1986; Watkins and Moore, 1982). Three 
hydrophones in a non-linear pattern can provide a two-dimensional location of sound sources. 
Adding a fourth hydrophone allows the third dimension, depth, to be calculated yielding a 
three-dimensional location of vocalising targets (Hiby and Lovell, 1989). 
Hydrophone arrays can be used to estimate bearings to targets. This is usually achieved 
via the techniques of array signal processing. Other methods involve the use of a beamformer 
or the difference in arrival time of signals at two different elements forming a linear array (Hiby 
and Lovell, 1989). 
To make abundance estimates from towed hydrophone arrays, the lateral displacement of 
the target from the transect line is needed. This can be calculated from differences in arrival 
times of signals at different hydrophones in the array, the speed of the vessel as it moves along 
the transect and the distance travelled between detected signals. Lateral displacement values can 
then be used to estimate the effective search width (Hiby and Lovell, 1989). 
Moored hydrophone arrays can be used to track targets as they pass through the survey 
area (Clark et. al., 1986). Successive locations of the target animal are derived from the 
vocalisation arrival times at the different elements in the array. Location can be plotted against 
time to give the 3-D track and speed of the animal as it passes through the area. The number of 
whales passing through the area can be counted to provide an acoustic census of the population 
(Clark et. al., 1986). 
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There are some difficulties associated with acoustic surveys. If several animals are 
vocalising at once their vocalisations may become obscured and an apparently disorganised 
mass of sound may be heard. The clicking vocalisations of sperm whales may allow a solution 
to this problem. One or two click series can easily be distinguished by ear from three or more 
so there is potential for the development of algorithms which can determine the number of 
simultaneous click series present in a recording (Hiby and l.ovell 1989). 
Another problem with using vocalisations as survey cues is that vocal behaviour can vary 
with whale numbers and other behaviours, such as feeding (Backus and Schevill, 1963; 
Watkins, 1980; Whitehead, 1987a). It is important to examine the effects of whale numbers and 
behavioural patterns on vocal behaviour before absolute population estimates are made from 
acoustic surveys (Whitehead and Weilgart, 1990). 
However, acoustic surveys have many advantages over sighting surveys. They can offer: 
1) Enhanced detection range of targets (Watkins and Moore, 1982; Clark et. aL, 1986) 
2) Increased survey time as they can be used at night and during adverse weather conditions 
(Watkins and Moore, 1982) 
3) Listening on a hydrophone is less physically and psychologically demanding than 
maintaining a visual scan of the survey area (Gunnlaugsson, 1990) 
4) Data can be recorded on high-quality tape recorders analysed later (Whitehead and 
Weilgart 1990) 
5) There is excellent scope for data analysis via automatic detection of signals (Hiby and 
Lovell, 1989; Whitehead and Weilgart, 1990). 
Selecting the best survey method for the area of interest is often not simply a question of 
choosing the method that will give the most accurate and reliable results. Researchers are often 
hampered by lack of available finance, equipment and survey vessels. These are important 
considerations when long-term studies are to be conducted as stratified survey results are 




Data for this project were collected on 57 field days over five field seasons as follows: 
(i) 7 August-22 August 1990 (Spring) 
(ii) 9 November-23 December 1990 (Summer) 
(iii) 13 May-31 May 1991 (Winter) 
(iv) 12 August-25 August 1991 (Spring) 
(v) 16 November 1991-6 January 1992 (Summer) 
A simple stratified random survey design was used to perform an acoustic survey within 
our study area. The study area was divided into four 5 x 10 nautical mile blocks. Within each 
block, four transect lines ran from North to South and were spaced one nautical mile apart (Fig 
2.1). 
Block1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 
N 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 






Block 2, transect line 3 has been surveyed. At each successive station a 360 degree 
sweep has been made with a directional hydrophone to count the number of whales in 
the area. 
Each day we randomly selected both the block to be surveyed and the transect line within 
that block from slips of paper drawn from one of two opaque plastic bags. One bag contained 
slips of paper numbered 1 to 4. If the weather was good a slip of paper was drawn from this 
bag and was not replaced until all four blocks had been surveyed. This was done to equate 
survey effort over the four blocks. The second plastic bag contained just two slips of paper, 
numbered 1 to 2. If the weather was not good enough to survey the two blocks furthest 
offshore a slip was drawn from this bag. Again the slip was not replaced until both blocks had 
been drawn from the bag and surveyed. Keeping note of whether the inshore blocks were 
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surveyed on either good or bad weather days allowed us to determine whether sperm whale 
distribution differed on days of good and bad weather conditions. The transect lines were 
selected from a printout of random numbers from 1 to 4. Each day the next number on the list 
was used to determine the transect line to be surveyed. 
Navigation during this study relied on a Kodan KGP-900 Global Positioning System 
(OPS). This instrument provides constant readout of position (typical accuracy± 15m), speed 
(accurate to 0.1 knots) as well as bearing and distance to any desired position. The latitudes and 
longitudes of the beginning and end points of all transects (and several useful "waypoints" used 
in our study) were programmed into the OPS's memory. To get to the beginning of the transect 
line to be surveyed, the memory number for that transect was entered on the OPS, which then 
calculated the distance, bearing, and travel time to the beginning point. On arrival, the endpoint 
for the transect was programmed into the OPS and this provided the necessary information to 
navigate along the transect. 
At the beginning of the transect to be surveyed we stopped for five minutes. We used a 
custom-built directional hydrophone with a Brilel and Kjaer 8103 hydrophone element to make 
a 360° sweep of the immediate area (Fig 2.1 ). This hydrophone was able to detect whales at a 
range of four to nine nautical miles (this information was provided by the 'cartwheels' analysis 
of our transect data). The number of whales heard clicking during the five minute time period 
was recorded. The bearing to each whale heard was taken with a Silva type 60 handbearing 
compass and recorded. The bearing could be read from the direction in which the hydrophone 
element was pointing. While listening for whales we also scanned a 360° sweep around the 
boat for whales at the surface. We recorded the number and bearings of whales seen at the 
surf ace during this time. The weather conditions were also recorded as follows: 
(i) Wind speed (Beaufort) 
(ii) Swell (metres) 
(iii) Cloud cover (0/4-4/4 ) 
(iv) Sighting distance (Estimated distance whales at the surface are visible within (nautical 
miles)). 
We then moved to successive stations at two nautical mile intervals along the transect line 
repeating this procedure at each station. While transiting between stations, heading (180° T) 
and speed (ca. 15 knots) were kept as constant as conditions allowed. We also surveyed the 
transect line for whales at the surface between stations and recorded the number seen and 
compass bearing to them. 
At the completion of the transect we moved to areas where whales were heard and took 




Weather conditions affected which block we could survey on any given day. When rough 
weather prevented us from surveying the offshore blocks we surveyed one of the inshore 
blocks if these were still sheltered. In order to determine if the whales were affected by the 
weather in the same way that we were, we investigated the effect that weather conditions had on 
sperm whale distribution within blocks 1 and 2. For each transect surveyed the total number of 
whales heard was recorded. These data are pooled for blocks 1 and 2 over good weather 
conditions and bad weather conditions (Table 2.1). 
Good weather Bad weather 
Block 1 Block2 Block 1 Block2 
0 9 16 9 
0 10 14 0 
5 19 16 9 








Whales heard during surveys of blocks 1 and 2 during good and bad weather conditions 
These data were transformed by a square root transformation and then analysed using a 
two-factor analysis of variance with unequal replication. A fixed model analysis of variance 
was used as we were interested in how sperm whales distribution differed in each block. The 
results of this analysis are shown below in Table 2.2. 
No significant difference was found between the number of whales heard in blocks 1 and 
2 on days with good weather conditions and bad weather conditions. This suggests that sperm 
whale movements were not restricted by weather conditions in the way that ours were. 
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Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F p 
Block 1 16.56 6.13 6.13 2.79 0.108 
Weather 1 2.18 2.04 2.04 0.93 0.345 
Block*Weather 1 8.85 8.85 8.85 4.03 0.057 
Error 23 50.55 50.55 2.20 
Total 26 78.13 
Means for Acoustic Survey Data 
Block Mean St dev 
1 2.007 0.4385 
2 3.051 0.4454 
Weather 
Good 2.228 0.3406 
Bal 2.830 0.5241 
Block*Weather 
1 Good 1.079 0.4688 
1 Bal 2.935 0.7412 
2 Good 3.377 0.4942 
2 Bal 2.725 0.7412 
Table 2.2 
Analysis of Variance of Acoustic Survey Data to Investigate Effect of Weather on Whale Distribution 
As no significant difference in whale distribution in different weather conditions was 
found all the transect data gathered in blocks 1 and 2 were pooled regardless of weather 
conditions and used in the analysis of seasonal distribution. 
Data gathered from all four blocks during the acoustic surveys has been analysed below 
to determine whether there was evidence of variation in distribution over the different field 
seasons. Data from each block were pooled over each fi~ld season and are shown in Table 2.3. 
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Season Block 1 Block2 Block 3 Block4 
Winter 
16 9 12 9 
14 19 
21 13 
Spring 0 9 12 7 3 
0 9 0 0 
Summer 0 0 6 8 
5 10 9 
0 24 11 
0 13 5 






Total Whales heard per transect line pooled over blocks and field seasons 
Few data were gathered over the winter and spring field seasons due to time and weather 
constraints. The paucity of data available for these seasons, particularly spring, will make any 
conclusions we can draw about changes in distribution over these times of the year very 
tentative. This is particularly true for block 1 in which we were only able to complete one 
survey in spring and no whales were heard on that day. If further transects had been conducted 
we may well have heard whales in this block. 
A fixed model analysis of variance of these untransformed data (Table 2.4) revealed a 
significant seasonal difference in distribution. This difference seems to be due to the higher 
numbers of whales heard in the winter field season. The mean number of whales heard in 
winter was almost twice that heard in spring and over the summer. This seasonal difference 
was most striking in block 1, where many more whales were heard in winter than in the other 
seasons. This difference was also indicated in block 2, but to a far lesser extent. 
;, 
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Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F p 
Block 3 246.89 80.78 26.93 0.98 0.419 
Season 2 368.28 211.82 105.91 3.84 0.034 
Block*Season 6 274.24 274.24 45.71 1.66 0.171 
Error 27 745.57 745.57 27.61 
Total 38 1634.97 
Means for Acoustic Survey Data 
Block Mean St dev 
1 6.633 2.097 
2 10.556 1.715 
3 10.000 2.578 
4 6.667 2.770 
Season 
Winter 12.917 2.145 
Spring 6.250 2.458 
Summer 6.225 1.241 
Block*Season 
1 Winter 17.000 3.034 
1 Spring 0.000 5.255 
1 Summer 2.900 1.662 
2 Winter 13.667 3.034 
2 Spring 6.000 3.716 
2 Summer 12.000 1.858 
3 Winter 12.000 5.255 
3 Spring 12.000 5.255 
3 Summer 6.000 2.145 
4 Winter 9.000 5.255 
4 Spring 7.000 5.255 
4 Summer 4.000 3.716 
Table 2.4 
Analysis of Variance of Acoustic Survey Data to Determine Seasonal Variation in Whale Distribution. 
In winter and spring similar numbers of whales were heard in blocks 3 and 4. Over the 
summer fewer whales were heard in these two blocks. During spring fewer whales were heard 
in blocks 1 and 2 than in the other field seasons. These differences, however, are not 
't 
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In winter and spring similar numbers of whales were heard in blocks 3 and 4. Over the 
summer fewer whales were heard in these two blocks. During spring fewer whales were heard 
in blocks 1 and 2 than in the other field seasons. These differences, however, are not 
significant, possibly because of the frustratingly small sample of transects completed in winter 
and spring. 
No significant interaction effect was detected between blocks and seasons, but by 
examining the mean number of whales heard per block for the different field seasons a possible 
trend in seasonal distribution may be suggested. In winter, whales appeared to be most 
abundant in the two inshore blocks. In spring, abundance seemed to be higher further offshore, 
particularly in block 3, and possibly block 4. Over summer, whales may have moved inshore 
slightly and abundance was highest in blocks 1 and 2. 
These tentative trends in distribution can also be seen in plots of the distribution of whales 
photographed in each field season (Fig 2.2-2.6). As these two sets of data were gathered 
independently of each other it is interesting that the distribution trends are similar. Again sperm 
whale abundance appeared to be highest in the two inshore blocks during winter. The whales 
seemed to have moved furthest offshore in spring and back inshore slightly over the summer. 
In winter, whales were photographed mainly in blocks 1 and 2, with few being 
photographed in blocks 3 and 4 (Fig 2.2). The distribution of whales appeared to be 
concentrated on the 500 metre and 1000 metre depth contour lines, particularly in blocks 1 and 
2. 
In spring, no whales were photographed in block 1 in either year (Fig 2.3 and Fig 2.4). 
In spring 1991 no whales were photographed in block 2 either, although many were 
photographed South of this block. Whales were photographed in blocks 3 and 4 and further 
offshore in both years. Whale distribution seemed to be concentrated near the 1000 metre depth 
contour to some extent as it was in winter. However, no whales were photographed inshore 
near the 500 metre contour as they were in winter. This suggests whale distribution may have 
shifted offshore. The small number of whales photographed makes observations for spring 
very tentative. 
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Over the summer the whales seem to be concentrated over the 1000 metre depth contour 
which winds through blocks 1, 2 and 3 (Fig 2.5, Fig 2.6). This was particularly obvious in 
1991/2 when almost all whales were photographed in block 2 and none were photographed in 
block 4. In 1990 the whales had a much more dispersed distribution and were photographed in 
all four blocks, with most being in blocks 2 and 3. As in spring 1991, many whales were 
photographed South of block 2 over the summer of 1990. In both of these seasons the whales 
















Fig 2.2 May 1991 distribution of photographed sperm whales. 
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Fig 2.3 August 1990 distribution of photographed sperm whales. 
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Fig 2.4 August 1991 distribution of photographed sperm whales. 
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Fig 2.5 Summer 1990 distribution of photographed sperm whales. 
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Fig 2.6 Summer 1991 / 2 distribution of photographed sperm whales. 
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On a large scale, sperm whale concentrations within a region are thought to be related to 
deep productive waters off a steep continental shelf (Caldwell et. al., 1966). Off the coast of 
Kaik:oura is a more or less permanent zone of up-welling which seems to occur at the margin of 
the continental shelf (Garner, 1953). The continental shelf is very narrow off the Kaik:oura 
coast and a steep continental slope forms the western side of the southern end of the Kermadec 
Trench (Flemming and Reed, 1951). These conditions are thought to account for the consistent 
concentration of sperm whales around the Kaik:oura Peninsula (Gaskin, 1971). 
Sea floor morphology also seems to be linked to sperm whale distribution within an area. 
Best (1969), compared sperm whale distribution with the morphology of the sea floor off the 
west coast of South Africa. He found that there was a close correlation between the shoreward 
limit of sperm whale distribution and the edge of the continental shelf, as indicated by the 300 
fathom depth contour. Best (1969) found the closeness of the fit to be striking and 
hypothesised that a the edge of the shelf may be a limiting factor to the sperm whale 
distribution. 
Our own data also indicated a coincidence between sperm whale distribution and sea floor 
morphology (Fig 2.2-2.6). In winter of 1991 (Fig 2.2) the 500m depth contour seemed to be 
correlated with the most inshore concentration of sperm whales, although many whales also 
seemed to be associated with the 1000m depth contour. (A depth restriction of 500m is similar 
to the 300 fathom depth restriction found by Best (1969) off South Africa). In the other field 
seasons in Kaikoura sperm whale concentration seemed to be more closely correlated with the 
1000m depth contour, indicating that the whales were not moving as close inshore as they were 
in winter (Fig 2.3-2.6). 
Water movements have also been found to influence the distribution and abundance of 
sperm whales. In the Cook Strait region of New Zealand four distinct surface oceanographic 
conditions comprising an annual cycle of surface temperatures have been outlined (Gaskin, 
1971). These included: 'Winter stable' conditions in which relatively cold water temperatures 
dominate, 'Spring transition' conditions in which a warm East Cape Current moves into the 
area, 'Summer stable' conditions in which warm East Cape Current waters dominate the area, 
and 'Autumn transition' conditions in which warm waters are retreating from the area. 
Sperm whale density in the Cook Strait whaling grounds fluctuated from being high in 
summer to low in winter, with an abrupt increase observed in November (Gaskin, 1968, 
1971). This was closely correlated with the change from 'Winter stable' conditions to 'Spring 
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transition' conditions. Our results showed that sperm whale density was highest in winter 
within our study area off the Kaikoura coast (Table 2.4) and this is when 'Autumn transition' 
conditions predominate. Our study area was on a much smaller scale than the area investigated 
by Gaskin (1971) and it may be that overall densities further off-shore follow the trends Gaskin 
identified in the whaling grounds. 
The subtropical convergence is another oceanographic feature that seems to affect the 
distribution of sperm whales. The distribution of smaller males and females is more strongly 
influenced by shifts in the position of the subtropical convergence than that of larger males. 
Best (1979) found that the southward migration limit of small males and females seemed to be 
related to the mean position of the subtropical convergence. A cold Northward moving coastal 
Canterbury Current flows past the Kaikoura Peninsula, while offshore, well beyond our study 
area, a warm Southward moving East Cape Current flows. A confused and rather ill-defined 
body of water lies between these two currents and represents the general position of the 
subtropical convergence in this area (Gaskin, 1971). 
During our time in Kaikoura we only saw one group of sperm whales that seemed to fit 
the description of a nursery group. A group of 10 sperm whales was sighted including a calf 
which we estimated to be 6-7 metres in length. The group was sighted in spring 1990 just 
beyond the boundary of our block 4. This is approximately the position of the southwest 
boundary of the subtropical convergence as described by Gaskin (1971). 
Closely related to the physical factors affecting sperm whale distribution mentioned above 
is feeding. Bannister (1968) observed that feeding off Albany was closely related to the 
steepness of the continental shelf and the presence of submarine canyons in the area. Gaskin 
(1971) hypothesised that the influx of sperm whales into the Cook Strait region in October and 
November was linked to the formation of oceanographic conditions during the 'Spring 
transition' and 'Summer stable' periods which favoured squid schooling. Around the Azores 
there is a plentiful supply of food for sperm whales and this may be a result of oceanic currents 
accumulating in this area (Caldwell et. al., 1966). 
Movements of food species, probably correlated with current movements, are likely to be 
influencing the changes of distribution and abundance we observed off the Kaikoura coast. It is 
well known that the principal component of the diet of sperm whales in most areas is squid 
(Rice, 1989). However fish also make up a small, yet consistent, component of the diet, and 
this has been documented for sperm whales in the Cook Strait region by Gaskin and Cawthorn 
(1967). Onychoteuthid squid made up the bulk of the diet of sperm whales by both number and 
weight. Some fish species were also found fairly commonly in the stomachs of the whales and 
the more common species included Polyprion oxygeneios (groper), Genypterus blacodes 
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(ling), Hoplostethus sp., an unidentified species of eel, and Jordanuiia solandri (southern 
kingfish). Groper were found most frequently in stomachs between the end of April and the 
end of June as were so~them kingfish. The unidentified eels were only found in stomachs of 
sperm whales between mid January and mid March, and Hoplostethus sp. was most common 
at about this time also. Ling were found throughout the year. 
A local fisherman, with 16 years fishing experience in the Kaikoura area, told me that he 
had noticed that every year when groper started to be caught in significant numbers in his nets 
he saw large numbers of sperm whales around his boat (Brent Fearnley, pers. comm.). He said 
that the correlation between catch increase and local sperm whale distribution where he fished 
was not strong for ling, but that it was striking for groper. On some days up to 10 whales had 
been at the surface in the vicinity of his fishing boat while they were targeting groper. He 
showed me on his chart where groper catches among fishermen were highest in the Kaikoura 
area. Most of these areas are within block 1 of our study area and are almost identical to the 
three clumps of sperm whale distribution in block 1 shown in Fig 2.6. A further area where 
groper are caught in large numbers lies to the South of our study area, approximately over the 
50m and 100m depth contours. 
The data published by Gaskin and Cawthorn (1967) and the information supplied by 
Fearnley would suggest that the distribution of sperm whales within our study area is 
influenced by the movements of prey species, particularly groper. When groper are being 
caught in large numbers in block 1 we found a significant increase in the number of whales 
within our study area and a possible, yet not statistically significant, shift in distribution 
towards the inshore blocks. 
The increase in both groper abundance and sperm whale abundance occurs at about the 
same time as the 'Autumn transition' oceanic conditions where warm surface water is retreating 
northeastwards. As cold waters move in, conditions might become favourable for groper to 
move into the area, bringing in sperm whales which appear to be feeding on them. Further 
evidence for the hypothesis that sperm whales are feeding on groper, resulting in a change in 
general distribution is given below in chapter 4. 
For most of the yvar sperm whales in our study area seem to be closely associated with 
the 1000 metre depth contour (Figs. 2.2-2.6). As mentioned above, squid forms the principal 
component of sperm whale diet and are eaten year round. Clarke and MacLeod (1982) 
investigated cephalopod remains from the stomachs of sperm whales caught in the Tasman Sea. 
They found that all whales caught with cephalopod flesh in their stomachs were probably 
caught in water depths in excess of 1000 metres, and up to 4000 metres. Over the spring and 
summer oceanographic conditions are favourable in the area around Kaikoura for squid 
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schooling (Gaskin, 1971) and it may be that the distribution of squid is restricted to the deeper 
waters in our study area and that this in turn is influencing sperm whale distribution. 
Unfortunately, little seems to be known about the distribution and abundance of even 
common components of the sperm whale diet, such as bathypelagic and mesopelagic squid 
(Best, 1979). Even less information is available in the literature concerning the smaller 
components of the sperm whale diet, such as dermersal fish species. I have been unable to find 
any reports concerning correlations between changes in sperm whale distribution and that of 
items commonly found in the diet, except on a very large scale. Best (1979) has proposed that 
the segregation between large males and females and immature whales may be related to their 
dietary needs. He suggests that a relative scarcity of young and warm-water forms of squid in 
the upper layers of the ocean south of the subtropical convergence may be restricting the 
distribution of small males and females. Adult male sperm whales, which are believed to be 
able to dive deeper (Matthews, 1938; Caldwell et. al., 1966; Mikhalev et. al., 1981), may be 
attracted to the larger food items available in the Antarctic (Best 1979). 
Caldwell et. al. (1966) reported a similar large scale correlation between sperm whale and 
squid distributions. In the Bering Sea sperm whales are found up to about 62° N, and squid are 
believed to be scarce beyond this point 
Whalers noticed a correlation between moon phases and the abudance of sperm whales on 
certain whaling grounds. There appeared to be a tendency for sperm whales to concentrate in 
schools near shallow banks when there was a full or new moon, and this was thought to be a 
responce to squid behaviour (Caldwell et. al., 1966). 
Sperm whales are reported to associate with :fisheries in Alaska, although no information 
is available as to whether fish movements are affecting sperm whales distribution there. Rice 





Photogrammetry is the science of obtaining reliable information about physical objects 
and the environment through processes of recording, measuring and interpreting photographic 
images. Precise measurements and computations to determine sizes and shapes of objects can 
be made using metric photogrammetry (Wolf, 1974). 
A stereophotogrammetric system usually consists of two identical cameras mounted 
rigidly at the ends of a fixed base so that their optical axes are parallel to one another. The focal 
lengths of the lenses of these cameras must be known precisely. The relative orientation of the 
cameras is known after calibration, and remains constant for all stereo pairs taken. The shutters 
of both cameras are fired simultaneously allowing dynamic events to be photographed 
stereoscopically (Wolf, 1974). 
Stereophotogrammetry enables measurements to be made from a three-dimensional image 
and thus offers improved resolution of detail and the ability to measure depth (Wolf, 1974; 
Done, 1981). 
Fig 3.1 depicts a stereo pair of horizontal photos exposed from camera stations L and L'. 
The following discussion is based on the assumptions that both cameras have the same focal 
length (!), and are mounted so that their optical axes are parallel. B represents the baselength, 
the distance between the two camera stations. LO and L'O' are the two optical axes. Lo and 
L'o' are the focal lengths of the two cameras. A plane perpendicular to the two optical axes 
passes through point A (on the dorsal fin of the whale in this example.) 0 and O' are the two 
points where the optical axes intersect this plane. An arbitrary XYZ object space coordinate 
system is defined with the Y axis coinciding with the optical axis of the left photo, the X axis 
coinciding with the baseline, and the Z axis perpendicular to the X and Y axes. A can be given 
the coordinates (XA, YA, ZA) under this system. o and o' are the principle points of the two 
photos. Coordinate pairs (x,y) and (x',y') can be measured from these points. Points M, N, m, 
m' and n are all obtained by drawing perpendiculars to the relevant axes. 
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Stereo pair of horizontal photos exposed from stations Land L' in a stereometric system. 
Adapted from Wolf (1974). 
Parallax is the apparent displacement in the position of an object in the two photos caused 
by the difference in the positions of the two cameras on the bar. The parallax between the two 
photos is calculated from the equation 
Pa =Xa -x'a 
A number of similar triangles exist in this diagram, and three of these are used to derive 
equations for calculating XA, YA, and ZA, 
From similar triangles LOM and Lom, 
y 
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giving the equation 
Similarly, from L'O'M and L'o'm' 
(B - XA ) I YA= - x'a ff 
which simplifies to 
and by substitution from (a) 
B +( x'a If) YA = ( Xa If) YA 
which simplifies to 
By substituting (b) into (a) 
Now from similar triangles Lon and LON, 
and by substituting from (b ), 
Equations (b), (c), and (d) are all that are required to calculate object space coordinates for 
any point relative to the focal point of the left photo (L) given a known baselength (B ), focal 
length (f) and a measured parallax (Pa). 
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This can be further simplified if the object being photographed lies in a plane 
perpendicular to the focal axes. (ie. the points being measured are at the same YA distance.) In 
this case any distance measured on the photo can be multiplied by BI Pa to give the real 
distance. 
Once X, Y and Z coordinates have been calculated for any two points A and B, the 
distance between them can be easily obtained by using Pythagorus' theorem: 
A three-dimensional model image is created in a stereoplotter using the negatives taken in 
a stereo pair. Each eyepiece views the model image as if it were the camera through which the 
photograph was taken. The position of the model image can be independently adjusted for each 
eyepiece using x,y, and z controls until the two model images overlap precisely in all three 
dimensions when viewed stereoscopically. Once the three-dimensional image is correctly set up 




We have designed and built a simple stereometric system to measure whales. The general 
design of our system broadly resembles that used by Major and Dill (1978). The system is 
made up of two 35 mm Pentax MX cameras which are mounted at either end of an aluminium 
bar about three metres long. The bar is rectangular in section (50mm x 40mm; and 2.5mm in 
wall thickness). The cameras are mounted 2.4 metres apart(= base length) against butt plates to 
the front and side. These plates ensure that the base length does not vary by more than 0.1 
millimetres, and the alignment is constant within 20 seconds of arc (Fig 3.2). 
We used Pentax 50mm f2.8 macro and Pentax 50mm f4.0 macro lenses, with their 
focussing rings taped on infinity. To standardise the effect of distortions inherent in each lens 
and the camera body, each lens was always mounted to the same camera body, and each camera 
body consistently mounted to the same end of the bar. Camera shutters were set at 1/1000 s to 
minimise unsharpness caused by movement by the whale and the boat. The cameras were fired 
simultaneously by paired air releases with a common bulb. TMax 100 and TMAX 400 black 
and white film was used and this was advanced manually. 
The amount of space available on the 6.5 metre research vessel imposed a constraint on 
the length of the bar we could use. The bar was mounted at eye level on a short adjustable 
aluminium mast located on the aft deck. The mast was supported by three easily detachable wire 
stays. A rubber universal joint from a windsurfer connected the bar and mast. This allowed the 
bar to turn and tilt independently of the boat. Lines with hooks secured the bar amidships when 
not in use. Before and after the period we spent photographing whales each day the bar was 
stored flat on the deck of the boat to make more room. Neoprene sleeves placed over each end 
of the bar while stored on the deck helped protect it from bumping. Before photographing 
whales the bar was attached to the mast and the cameras mounted (Fig 3.3). 
Calibration of system: 
Ideally, pairs of stereo images contain objects of known size so that each pair is 
essentially self calibrating (referred to as control). This can easily be achieved in typical survey 
applications, and even in some biological ones (Croze, 1972). However, it is not easily 
achieved in a situation such as ours. Providing that camera alignment remains unchanged, such 
control is not absolutely necessary if the system is initially calibrated 
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Fig. 3.2 
Butt plates used in camera alignment 
Fig. 3.3 
. Stereometric system in use. 
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and carefully set up for each use. Calibrations for our system consisted of measurement of the 
focal lengths of the lenses, and determination of errors associated with range, angle and 
mounting/remounting of the cameras to the bar. 
Calculation of focal length of the lenses: 
For accurate stereophotogrammetry in the absence of control, the focal lengths of the 
lenses must be known precisely. Using an optical bench we measured the position of the 
external nodal point of each lens. We placed a number of vertical stakes, each separated by 
about four metres, in a field. Using a theodolite placed perpendicular to the line of stakes, and 
at a range of about 60 metres, we measured the angle to each of the stakes. With the external 
nodal point of the lens held over the vertical axis of the theodolite, we postitioned the camera 
diagonally so that the line of stakes passed through the centre of the viewfinder and through the 
opposite comers. The stakes were photographed in this manner with each camera and lens. 
Photographic prints were made and a Cambridge comparator used to measure the x and y 
coordinates of the base of each stake. Kilford (1979) describes the mathematics to arrive at a 
calibration of focal length and lens distortions. Since we were interested in solving only for 
focal length, we were able to employ a simpler version of this method. 
Effect of range: 
To examine the effect of range on measurement error we photographed survey stakes 
placed about two metres apart in a field. Distances between the inside edges of the stakes were 
carefully measured using a steel tape measure. Stereo pairs of the photographs were taken with 
the camera axes perpendicular to the line of stakes, at five metre intervals between a range of 30 
and 60 metres. This is approximately the range of distances from which we take stereo pairs of 
whales. Three replicate stereo pairs were taken at each interval. 
The resulting stereo pairs were measured using a Wild A9 stereo plotter. Once a pair of 
negatives is correctly aligned in the plotter, it provides a 3-dimensional model within which 
distances can be measured in x,y, and z dimensions. Errors are easily possible in the alignment 
and measurement of the negatives. To quantify these errors, each negative pair was measured 
three times and between measurements the negative pairs were deliberately thrown out of 
alignment and realigned .. 
Measurements were made of four distances, covering the expected range of lengths from 
the blowhole to the posterior dorsal emargination of sperm whales (6, 8, 10, and 12 metres). 
These distances, when converted using the regression from Best (1990), correspond to total 
whale lengths of 10-18.3 metres. The data used for statistical analyses were the differences 
between photogrammetric and true measurements of distances between stakes, expressed as 
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percentages of the true distance. These percentage errors were averaged to give a mean error for 
each analysis of each negative pair. 
Effect of angle: 
A theodolite was placed in the centre of the row of stakes used in the range experiment. 
Photographs were taken at a range of 40 metres, at 5° increments of angle between 0° and 30° 
to the perpendicular. Three replicate stereo pairs were taken at each angle. 
Mounting and dismounting: 
The camera system was again placed 40 metres from the stakes, with the camera axis 
perpendicular to the stakes. The cameras were removed from the bar and remounted eight 
times. Three replicate stereo pairs were taken after each mounting. 
Remeasurements of photographically identified whales: 
The most powerful test of the utility of the photogrammetric system is made while it is 
being used in the field. All errors inherent in the system and the measurement process are then 
incorporated in the resulting measurements. While in the field, we usually attempted to take 
three stereo pairs of each whale. The best quality pair (blowhole and dorsal fin points visible, 
pair in focus, close to the whale, smallest angle to the whale) was then measured three times on 
the stereo plotter. Again, before each remeasurement, the alignment of the stereo pairs was 
deliberately thrown out and reset. 
Fieldwork: 
On the completion of the transect we moved to areas where whales were heard, or to 
areas where whales were often found. (The directional hydrophone was usually used to locate 
whales and estimate the travel distance to them.) We then proceeded to take stereo pairs and 
identification photos (IDs) of whales at the surface. Sperm whale flukes are marked with nicks, 
scallops, holes, scars and missing portions (Fig 3.4) in such a way as to make them suitable for 
identifying individuals (Amborn, 1987). Between each set of stereo pairs we took a 'blank' so 
that there would be no confusion between stereo pairs of different whales. These stereo pairs 





a) hole, nicks, scallops . 
.. 
V b) nicks, scallops. 
.. 
c) missing portion, scars, nicks, scallops . 
.. 
Fig. 3.4 
Examples of individually marked flukes. 
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Stereo pairs were taken from alongside the whales at distances of approximately 30 to 60 
metres. In each stereo pair we tried to include the blowhole and the dorsal fin. These are the 
main reference points used to make the measurements (Fig 3.5). The whale was approached 
from its left side whenever possible to allow a clear view of the blowhole. 
B 
Fig 3.5 
Reference points used to make measurements from stereo pairs. Measurements A to C are taken from whaling 
data (Adapted from Nishiwaki et. al. 1963). 
A: Total length from tip of snout lo notch of flukes 
B: Tip of snout to blowhole 
C: Posterior dorsal emarginalion to notch of flukes 
1: Blowhole to tip of dorsal fin 
2: Blowholc to posterior dorsal emargination 
3: Tip of snout to tip of dorsal fin 
4: Tip of snout to posterior dorsal emargination 
Identification photographs were taken with a Nikon F4S camera using a 300mm f4.0 
IFED lens and Kodachrome 200 colour film. The boat was positioned immediately behind the 
whale as it performed a deep dive. The flukes are usually lifted from the water as the whale 
dives and the nicks, scallops and other identifiable marks are clearest as the flukes become 
perpendicular to the camera. The film was advanced by a motor drive allowing a sequence of 
photos to be taken of the dive. 
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Measurements of stereo pairs: 
Stereo pairs were analysed on a Wild A9 stereoplotter. This technique is commonly used 
in cartographic surveying (Wolf 1974). Only stereo pairs of whales in which both the blowhole 
and the dorsal fin were visible were used to make length measurements. Each stereo pair was 
measured three times, and the mean of the measurements used as an estimate of the length 
between the blowhole and the dorsal fin. Whaling data on body proportions (Matthews, 1938; 
Fujino, 1956; Clarke and Paliza, 1972) has been used to produce a regression of the total body 
length against the distance between the middle of the blowhole and the posterior dorsal 










y = 1.6186 + 1.3931x R112 = 0.966 
4 6 8 
BH-D (m} 
1 0 12 
Regression of the distance from the blowhole to the posterior dorsal emargination against total length 
for male and female sperm whales (n = 222). 
The equation for the line from this regression was used to convert our blowhole to posterior 
dorsal emargination measurements from the stereo pairs into estimates of the total length of the 
whale. Whaling data from the body proportions of males and females have been combined in 
this regression as Best (1990) has shown that there is no significant difference in the body 
proportions of the two sexes. 
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Four points on the body of the whale were available for us to measure from, the snout, 
blowhole, tip of the dorsal fin, and posterior dorsal emargination. As the whales were moving 
when we took stereo pairs, some of these points, particularly the snout and posterior dorsal 
emargination, were often obscured by water (Fig. 3.7). As a result the majority of 
measurements are only of the distance between the blowhole and the tip of the dorsal fin. On 
stereo pairs in which we were able to measure to the posterior dorsal emargination we also 
measured to the tip of the dorsal fin, which was visible on all the stereo pairs we took 
measurements from. We used the two measurements from these stereo pairs to produce a 
regression of the distance from the blowhole to the tip of the dorsal fin against distance from the 
blowhole and the posterior dorsal emargination (Fig. 3.8). 
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a) Blowhole, tip of dorsal fin and posterior dorsal emargination visible. Snout obscured by water. 
Fig 3.7. 
Examples of stereo pairs. 
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b) Snout, tip of dorsal fin and posterior dorsal emargination visible. Blow hole not visible as the pair was 
taken of the whale's right side. 
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y = 0.16110 + 1.0309x R"2 = 0.996 
4---..-------------------4 5 6 7 
B·T (m) 
8 9 1 0 
Regression of the distance between the blow hole and tip of the dorsal against distance from the blow-
hole to the posterior dorsal emargination (n = 38). 
The regression equation from Fig. 3.8 was used to convert blowhole to tip measurements 
into estimates of the distance from the blowhole to the posterior dorsal emargination when a 
direct measurement could not be made. This measurement was then converted to a total length 
estimate as above. 
For 24 whales we had multiple stereo pairs taken from different resurfacings. The median 
value of the total length estimates derived from measurements from different stereo pairs was 
used as the final length estimate. The median rather than mean was used to avoid skewing of 





The two "50 mm" lenses used in the stereometric system had slightly different 
focal lengths. The f2.8 lens had a focal length of 51.67 mm, and the f4.0 lens, 51.54 
mm. 
Range: 
Photogrammetric errors were found to increase with range (Fig 3.9). The range 
experiment was a nested design so that it could also assess differences in errors 
between replicate stereo pairs at the same range, and the replicate analyses of the same 
pair. Nested 3-way Analysis of Variance found significant differences between 
ranges, stereo pairs, and between replicate analyses of the same stereo pair (p < 
0.01). By expressing the sum of squares of each as a percentage of the total, the 
amount of variance explained was 54.61 % for range, 28.49% for replicate stereo 
pairs, and 16.89% for replicate analyses of the same pair. 
Replicate analyses of the same pair, while statistically significant, explained 
only a relatively minor amount of the total variance. Performing replicate analyses 
tripled measurement time, yet did not greatly influence the absolute magnitude of 
errors. We considered that such differences were inconsequential when dealing with 
photographs of whales, which flex, and have poorly defined points to measure from. 
Angle: 
Photogrammetric errors also increased with angle to the perpendicular (Fig. 
3.10). This experiment tested a wider range of angles than those at which stereo pairs 
were taken at sea. We restrict analyses of stereo pairs of whales to those taken at 
approximately 10° or less from the perpendicular. Errors varied significantly with 
angle (2-way Analysis of Variance; p < 0.001), but not with replicate pairs taken at 
the same angle (p = 0.29). 
Mount I remount: 
Photogrammetric errors varied significantly with mount (2-way Analysis of 
Variance; p = 0.0003), but not with replicate stereo pairs taken at each mount (p = 
0.629). This indicates that the mounting system did not ensure consistant alignment. 
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Fig. 3.9 
The effect of range on photogrammetric error. Plotted values are means(± 95% confidence intervals) 
from three replicate stereo pairs. 
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Fig 3.10 
The effect of angle on photogrammetric error. Plotted values are means (± 95% confidence 
intervals) from three replicate stereo pairs. 
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Remeasurements of photographically identified whales: 
Length measurements from 41 individually identified whales have been made 
from stereo pairs collected during this study. Calculated total lengths for these whales 
ranged from 8.69 metres to 14.95 metres. Full measurement results for these whales 
are given in Appendix 1. Twelve of these individuals have been measured from three 
or more stereo pairs taken during different resurfacings of the whales (Fig 3.11). 
These resurfacings occurred over the course of a day, a field season, and in some 










2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
no. of measurements 
Fig. 3.11. 
Frequency distribution of stereo pairs taken of individual sperm whales. 
Median blowhole to posterior dorsal emargination distances (B-D) for the 12 whales with 
remeasurements from three or more stereo pairs ranged from 7.13- 8.47 metres (Table 3.1) 
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ID# n Median B-D Mean B-D CV% 95% ci TL 
NN20 4 7.13 6.74 14.98 1.45 11.55 
FIL 180 3 7.13 6.99 13.58 2.00 11.55 
HL140 3 7.15 7.27 4.92 0.29 11.58 
HL80 3 7.24 7.26 2.54 0.43 11.70 
HR 160 4 7.68 7.57 3.80 0.12 12.31 
LSR20 4 7.75 7.45 12.30 1.20 12.41 
HR 180 8 7.78 7.59 11.94 0.57 12.45 
HR200 5 7.92 7.67 12.83 1.05 12.60 
HR20 3 8.14 8.16 5.53 0.46 12.94 
LSL60 3 8.26 8.29 0.97 0.01 13.11 
HL120 6 8.45 8.30 5.61 0.21 13.38 
MLN60 10 8.47 8.21 13.90 0.84 13.41 
Table 3.1 
Summary of measurement data from all photographically identified whales measured on three or more occasions. 
Measurements are in metres. 
95% confidence intervals of measurements from individual whales ranged from 0.02 to 
2.00 metres (median= 0.46 metres). The distribution of these confidence intervals was highly 
skewed and in some cases there were considerable differences between the mean and median 
measurements for an individual (Table 3.1) These results suggest that while most 
measurements were quite accurate, some individual measurements were highly imprecise. The 
median coefficient of variation was 5.57%, suggesting a 95% confidence interval from a single 
photograph of approximately 10.9%. 
Errors associated with replicate measurements from one stereo pair and measurements 
from multiple stereo pairs were compared. Nested 2-way Analysis of Variance showed that 
errors due to replicate measurements from the same stereo pair were not significant (p > 0.9), 
but that significant measurement error was introduced through measurements from different 




Several statistically significant sources of error within our stereo system were revealed 
from the results of the calibration experiments. However, by setting a reasonable limit to the 
quality of stereo pairs used in making measurements (e.g. discarding pairs taken at angles 
greater than 10° -15°, and those taken at distances greater than 60 metres), absolute errors 
can be kept small, to less than 2%. 
Fieldwork measurements: 
Several sources of possible error are in measurements made from different stereo pairs 
of the same individual. These include: 
1) Whale flexing at the moment the stereopair is taken. 
2) Cameras not firing in synchrony. 
3) Substantial tilt of the bar at the moment the pair is taken. 
4) Growth of an individual whale over time. 
5) Stereopairs not correctly set up in the plotter. 
6) Inaccurate measurement of model base on the plotter. 
7) Inaccurate measurement of the centre of the blow hole and points on the dorsal fin. 
8) Incorrect individual identification of a whale. 
9) Misreading of dials on the plotter. 
10) Mis-entry of data into the database. 
Clearly some of these error sources are more likely to be incorporated than others, and 
the amount of error associated with each source varies. From the error sources listed above 
the most significant are thought to be 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7. 
Error due to the cameras not firing in synchrony (2), is far more likely to be associated 
with fieldwork stereo pairs than calibration trials. This is due to the cold field conditions 
experienced at Kaikoura. Circulation in my hands was poor, affecting my ability to trigger the 
cameras with the paired air release effectively. At times I could hear the cameras firing 
seperately. Calculations suggest that a small movement by either the bar, or the whale, of just 
1.0 centimetre between firing of one camera and the other, could result in a 10.0 metre whale 
measuring just 9.4 metres from the stereo pair taken at 50 metres range. 
In this particular project it is also likely that error sources 5, and 6 were incorporated 
more frequently in the fieldwork measurements than the calibration trial measurement. This is 
because the of time pressure involved in getting all the stereo pairs measured. Measurements 
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of whales took four months, and involved up to eight hours a day on the plotter, five days a 
week. Due to extensive use of the plotter by students from the surveying department, our 
measurements were often made after working hours, late into the night. 
Comparison with other measurement systems: 
The stereo system developed in this project compares very well with other systems used 
to measure whales. 
Whitehead and Payne (1981) used a disk of known diameter attached to a boat 
alongside a surfaced whale as a scale by which they could measure whales using aerial 
photogrammetry. The coefficient of variation for remeasurements of the same whale was 
12.8%. However, the authors could only use two pairs of measurements of total length in this 
calculation, and estimated that the actual errors would be greater. 
Cubbage and Calambokidis (1987) used aerial stereophotogrammetry to measure 
bowhead whales. Remeasurements of eight individually identified whales revealed a 
coefficient of variation of 0.59%. This result seems extremely small, as images of whales 
from aerial photographs are subject to changes in length due to flexing. Only very stringent 
quality control of photographs could reduce errors to this margin. 
Gordon et. al., (1986) used a single camera masthead system to measure blue whales. 
No whales were measured more than once so the accuracy of the system in the field is 
uncertain in this instance, although errors of less than 10% were expected by the authors. 
Calibrations of their sytem using objects of known length, revealed a coefficient of variation 
of 40.06%. It is not clear how the authors expect errors of 10%, when such a large coefficient 
of variation is associated with their calibration results. 
Gordon (1990) used the single camera masthead system mentioned above to measure 
sperm whales. Coefficient of variation for remeasurements of the same whale was 5.1 %. The 
system used in this study is the same as that used by Gordon et. al. (1986) and the same 
calibration results are reported for this paper. 
Davies et. al., (1983) also used aerial photogrammetry to measure bowhead whales. 
Unfortunately errors associated with remeasurements of the same whale were not reported in 
a way that could be compared meaningfully with the results from our stereo system. Most of 
the coefficients of variation reported above had to be derived from other reported error 
estimates. It was not possible to compare the accurancy of the different measurement systems 
until we had converted reported error results into coefficients of variation. This was not 
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always a straight-forward exercise. It would be easier to asses various measurement 
techniques if a standard method for the reporting of error results was encouraged. 
Remeasurements of individually identified whales using our stereo system revealed a 
median coefficient of variation of 5.57%. This is similar accuracy to that achieved with a 
boat-based measurement system (Gordon, 1990), and is more accurate than some aerial 
methods. Although Cubbage and Calambokidis (1987) achieved greater accuracy with their 
aerial measurement system, the cost associated with each photograph is very high ($60). Our 
stereo system offers a cheap, practical alternative which yields measurements of sufficient 
accuracy to be biologically useful. 
Chapter 4 





The social organisation of sperm whales is interesting in that mature males and females 
are geographically separated for a large portion of the year. Sperm whales are found in two 
types of schools: breeding schools and bachelor schools (Rice, 1989). Breeding schools 
(also referred to as nursery or mixed schools) are largely confined to tropical and sub-
tropical waters (Gaskin, 1964). Females of all ages, immature and pubertal males are found 
in these schools. Associations among members are strong, and membership is thought to be 
long-term, or even life-long. Usually the breeding schools number between 20 and 40 
individuals. Occasionally larger groups are seen and these are thought to be temporary 
aggregations of several breeding schools (Rice, 1989). 
Large, socially mature males can be found accompanying breeding schools during the 
breeding season (Rice, 1989). Early workers believed that mature males held harems of 
females during the mating season. Control of a harem was thought to be attained and 
maintained through aggressive encounters between males (Gaskin, 1970; Ohsumi, 1971; 
Best, 1974). Early theories on sperm whale social organisation are also reported in Caldwell 
et. al. (1966). 
As more research work has been undertaken on breeding schools our understanding of 
the social organisation of sperm whales has improved. It is now believed that mature bulls 
do not take over breeding harems, but search from one breeding school to another for 
oestrus females (Whitehead, 1987a). Associations between mature males and breeding 
schools have been found to be temporary, lasting between a few hours and a few days 
(Best, 1979; Whitehead, 1987a). 
Pubertal males leave the breeding groups at about the time they reach sexual maturity 
and tend to aggregate with other males of similar size and age to form less structured 
bachelor schools (Ohsumi, 1966; Best, 1979; Rice, 1989). Schools of small bachelors 
typically contain about 12 to 15 individuals, which may aggregate temporarily with other 
schools to form larger groups. School size tends to vary with the age of the members, with 
groups of smaller males (under 12 metres in length) averaging 22 individuals. As group 
members grow older the schools tend to break up into smaller units and often the largest 
males are solitary (Caldwell et. al., 1966; Rice, 1989). 
Bachelor schools are not as restricted in their distribution as breeding schools. Best 
(1969) investigated diatom films on whales from breeding and bachelor schools landed at 
Donkergat, South Africa, and used these to draw some conclusions about their distributions. 
The diatomNeocyamus physteris was usually found on females and small males, below 39 
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ft (11.9 m). This indicates that small bachelors, although segregated from the breeding 
schools, are not moving far from the environment inhabited by females. Medium-sized and 
large males frequently carried an Antarctic diatom, Cocconeis ceticola, indicating that they 
were migrating into the colder Antarctic waters. Males 42 ft (12.8 m) or more in length were 
exclusively infested with Cocconeis ceticola. The point at which 50% of males entered the 
Antarctic for the first time was assumed to be the point at which 50% were infested with 
Cocconeis ceticola. This was found to occur at a length of around 40 ft (12.2 m), or about 
19 years of age (Best, 1969). This size and age corresponds approximately with the 
discontinuity between small and medium-sized bachelor schools, the attainment of puberty, 
and a period of accelerated growth (Best, 1974). 
Sperm whales are well known for their diving ability, with dives of 60 to 90 minutes 
being reported (Caldwell et. al., 1966; Rice, 1989). For each minute spent diving large 
males respire approximately once at the surface. If this respiration period is disturbed the 
whale does not seem to be able to spend as long under water on the next dive (Gaskin, 
1964; Caldwell et. al., 1966;pers obs). Smaller males and females do not seem to be able to 
spend as long on a dive as large males, and on surf acing have a higher respiration rate. 
Females dive for around 20 minutes and this is followed by about four minutes at the 
surface, during which time the whale breathes 30-40 times. The whaler's rule of thumb 
suggested that a 60 ton male could dive for an hour and after surf acing would breathe 60 
times, approximately once every 10 seconds (Caldwell et. al., 1966). First year calves seem 
unable to perform deep dives and appear to be restricted to the surface, or close to it 
(Papastavrou et. al., 1989). 
Diving duration and depth seem to be limited by size (Caldwell et. al., 1966; Mikhalev 
et. al., 1981). Using echo-sounding equipment, Mikhalev et. al. (1981) found females with 
calves to be diving to 700-800 metres, while males were diving to 1000 metres or more. 
Whales appear to begin hunting at depths greater than 150 metres. The average hunting 
depth in warm waters was about 200 metres for females and about 400 metres for males. In 
temperate waters females hunted at around 300 metres and males at around 450 metres. In 
the Antarctic, males hunt at around 500 metres (Mikhalev et. al., 1981). 
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Methods 
The following terms have been adopted in this study: 
Aggregation: two or more whales at the surface with a distance less than 0.5 nautical 
miles between individuals. 
Group: two or more whales at the surface swimming in a coordinated manner with a distance 
less than 200 metres between individuals, and fluking within two minutes of each other. 
Head raise: the whale lifts its head up out of the water but the eye is not cleared above the 
water. 
Tail lift: the whale lifts its tail flukes from the water. 
Breach: more than 30% of the whales body clears the sea. 
Turning avoidance: the whales turns away from an approaching boat. 
Shallow dive: the whale dives without fluking and resurfaces within 15 minutes. (In deep 
dives, which are the usual dives seen in Kaikoura, the flukes are raised from the surface 
as the whale dives). 
As described in Chapter 2, we moved to areas where whales were heard, or to areas 
where whales were commonly found after completing a transect. We then took stereo pairs and 
identification photos (IDs) of whales at the surface. 
For each whale photographed we recorded the following data: 
(i) block we were in 
(ii) latitude and longitude (from the GPS) where the whale was photographed 
(iii) time the whale was first seen at the surface and the time it dived 
(iv) weather conditions (as for transects) 
(v) number of whales at the surface nearby (group or aggregation size) 
(vi) exposure numbers for the stereopairs and ID photographs. Each roll of film used for 
stereophotography was given a number which was written on the film cannister and the film 
leader. The first ID photo taken each day was dated by the camera's databack. All subsequent 
IDs were marked with the time and date. 
Notes were also taken as follows: 
(i) reaction of the whale to the boat, or other whales 
(ii) shallow dives, head raises, breaches, and tail lifts 
(iii) distinctive marks (such as a dorsal callus, scratches, pigmented patches or nicks on the 
body which could be used to confirm correct matching of IDs and stereo pairs). 
The data gathered for each whale enabled us to determine information about its size, 
identity, age, sex, behaviour, and distribution. 
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Size: 
Stereo pairs allowed us to make a measurement of the distance between the blowhole and 
the dorsal fin. This distance was extrapolated to a total body length from a regression line of 
total body length versus blowhole to dorsal length (Fig 3.7). Total body length estimates for 
individual whales have been used to determine the likely sex and age for whales in the Kaikoura 
population. 
Identity: 
Slides taken of whales' flukes as they dived were used to identify individuals (Fig 3.4). 
Holes, nicks, scallops, scratches, and pigmentation on the flukes were used to make individual 
identifications (Amborn, 1987). 
Age: 
The ages of the whales have been estimated from age/length keys produced from whaling 
data (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973; Ohsumi, 1977). Gaskin and Cawthorn (1973) used data 
from 88 whales caught in the Cook Strait area of New Zealand to derive their age/length key. 
These are likely to have been whales of the same stock that we are studying. The age/length key 
derived by Ohsumi (1977) was produced using data gathered from 3,043 whales caught in the 
North Pacific. 
Sex: 
Whale size estimates have been used to identify the probable sex of the whales. To assist 
in the assignment of a likely sex to the whales from our study area, female length data from 
whaling records (Matthews, 1938; Fujino, 1956; Clarke and Paliza, 1972; Gaskin, pers. 
comm.) have been used here to calculate a 95% upper confidence interval for female size. Of 
the 148 females used to make this estimation, 141 (95%) were 11.30 metres in length or 
smaller. This length has been used here as the maximum length attainable by a physically 
mature female. All whales in our study area for which the length estimate was greater than 
11.30 metres have been assumed to be males. 
The presence or absence of a dorsal callus (Fig 4.1) is also an indication of sex (Kasuya 
and Ohsumi, 1966). The callus is most commonly found on the dorsal fins of mature females 
(63%), although it has also been observed on the dorsal fins of some immature males (30%). 
No males over the age of 10 were found to have a dorsal callus. (Kasuya and Ohsumi, 1966). 
For the purposes of our study whales 11.30 metres or smaller with a dorsal callus have been 
assigned "female?" as their likely sex, as mature females are approximately twice as likely to 
have a dorsal callus as an immature male, which is in the same size category. Whales smaller 
than 11.30 metres, and not possessing a dorsal callus have been assumed to be either mature 
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females or immatures of either sex. These whales are listed as "Uncertain" in the results 
section. 
Maturity: 
Summary data are available to estimate the ages at which sperm whales reach different 
levels of maturity (Best, 197 4; Rice, 1989). These data were used to estimate maturity of sperm 
whales in the Kaikoura population. The guidelines used for females were that females reach 
sexual maturity at 7 to 13 years, and physical maturity is reached at 25 to 45 years. Males are 
estimated to reach puberty at 7 to 11 years, sexual maturity at 19 to 24 years, social maturity at 









b) Dorsal fin without callus . 
Fig. 4.1 
Sperm whale dorsal fins with and without a callus. 
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Results 
A histogram of length estimates of 41 individually identified whales is shown in Fig 4.2. 
We were able to determine the presence or absence of a dorsal callus for 25 of these whales 
(Table 4.1). Eight whales thought to be pubertal males have a dorsal callus (27% of males). 
Two of the 11 whales in the size range of mature females and immatures had a dorsal callus 
(18%). These two individuals were likely to be mature females as the incidence of dorsal callus 
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Size (m) 
Size frequency of whales in the Kaikoura population. 
An age/length key (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973), and presence/absence of a dorsal 
callus were used to predict the likely sex of each whale (Table 4.1). All but nine of the 41 
measured whales have had a likely sex assigned to them. Four of the nine whales which have 
been recorded as "Uncertain" definitely do not have a dorsal callus and are within the likely age 
range for immatures of either sex, pubertal males and sexually mature females (Best, 1974; 
Rice, 1989). We have no dorsal fin slides for the remaining five of these whales, which are 
also in the age range for pubertal males, sexually mature females, and immatures of either sex. 
Ages have been estimated from age/length keys using size estimates made from 
stereopairs. Two age/length keys have been used to estimate the ages: Gaskin and Cawthorn 
(1973) and Ohsumi (1977). 
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ID# Size (m) Callus Sex Maturity Age (G & C) Age (0) 
MTL 40 8.69 Present Female? Immature 5 years 6 years 
~ 
MTB 100 8.78 Uncertain Immature 5 years 6 years 
MTB 80 9.42 Present Female? Immature 6 years 8 years 
LSR 60 9.74 Absent Uncertain Immature 6 years 9 years 
HL 60 9.95 Uncertain Uncertain 7 years 9 years 
MTR 20 10.14 Absent Uncertain Uncertain 7 years 10 years 
LNL60 10.46 Absent Uncertain Uncertain 8 years 11 years 
MLN 100 10.88 Absent Uncertain Uncertain 9 years 13 years 
MTB 20 10.92 Uncertain Uncertain 10 years 13 years 
NN 80 11.08 Uncertain Uncertain 10 years 14 years 
ONF20 11.30 Uncertain Uncertain 10 years 15 years 
MTL 60 11.36 Male Pubertal 10 years 15 years 
MLN 40 11.43 Absent Male Pubertal 11 years 16 years 
SNL20 11.49 Absent Male Pubertal 11 years 16 years 
NN 20 11.55 Present Male Pubertal 12 years 16 years 
HL 180 11.55 Present Male Pubertal 12 years 16 years 
HL 140 11.58 Male Pubertal 12 years 16 years 
HL 80 11.70 Present Male Pubertal 12 years 17 years 
MNS 40 11.95 Male Pubertal 13 years 18 years 
HR 220 12.00 Male Pubertal 14 years 18 years 
MLS 60 12.10 Male Pubertal 14 years 18 years 
HR 140 12.12 Absent Male Pubertal 14 years 18 years 
HR 160 12.31 Absent Male Pubertal 14 years 19 years 
HL 40 12.38 Present Male Pubertal 14 years 19 years 
LSR 20 12.41 Present Male Pubertal 15 years 19 years 
"I HR 180 12.45 Absent Male Pubertal 15 years 19 years 
HR 200 12.60 Present Male Pubertal 16 years 21 years 
ONF 40 12 65 Male Pubertal 16 years 21 years 
HR20 12.94 Absent Male Pubertal 17 years 23 years 
HR 100 12.95 Present Male Pubertal 17 years 23 years 
LSL 20 13.08 Male Pubertal 17 years 23 years 
LSL 60 13.11 Absent Male Pubertal 17 years 24 years 
HL 120 13.38 Present Male Pubertal 18 years 25 years 
LNL20 13.41 Male Sexual 19 years 25 years 
MLN 60 13.41 Absent Male Sexual 19 years 25 years 
MLS 20 13.58 Absent Male Sexual 20 years 26 years 
HR 80 14.02 Absent Male Sexual 25 years 29 years 
HR 120 14.20 Absent Male Sexual 25 years 30 years 
ONF80 14.60 Male Social 27 years 33 years 
NN 40 14.64 Male Social 27 years 34 years 
NN 60 14 95 Male Social 29 years 39 years 
Table 4.1 
Estimated likely sex, level of maturity, and age for sperm whales photographed off the Kaikoura Coast. 
~ (G & C = Gaskin and Cawthorn, 0 = Ohsumi) 
1 
Ohsumi's age/length key consistently gave higher age estimates and this difference 
became more pronounced as the size of the individual increased (Fig 4.3). 
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Fig 4.3 
Comparison between the age estimates from Gaskin and Cawthorn's age/length key, and Ohsumi's. 
Estimates of the level of maturity have been made for 34 whales (Table 4.1). The 
majority of whales identified in our study area were pubertal males. Two whales were thought 
to be immature females. Seven whales are recorded as "Uncertain" and are in the age ranges of 
pubertal males and sexually mature females (Best, 1974; Rice, 1989). 
Two other methods were used to determine the population structure. Age estimates 
from Ohsumi's (1977) age/length key were converted to maturity estimates using summary 
data (Best, 1974; Rice, 1989). Similarly our size measurements were converted to maturity 
estimates using summary data (Best, 1974; Rice, 1989). A summary of the population 
structure estimated by three different methods is shown in Table 4.3. 
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Size Age 
(Gaskin and Cawthorn) (Ohsumi) 
Immatures and "uncertain" 9 (2) 11 (2) 6 (2) 
Pubertal males included above 22 (8) 12 (3) 
Sexually mature males 27 (8) 5 14 (4) 
Socially mature males 5 3 8 
Physically mature male 1 
Table 4.3. 
Population structure of sperm whales off Kaikoura determined by size and age/length keys. Bracketed figures 
represent number of individuals in the category with a dorsal callus. 
The proportion of whales of different levels of maturity has been plotted to illustrate how 
this varies on a seasonal basis (Fig 4.4). We have no data for spring 1991. There are few data 
available for spring 1990 (n=3) and no conclusions can be drawn for this field season. For 
summer 1990-1991 and 1991 - 92 combined (n=37) there appears to be a fairly high 
proportion of pubertal males in the population. In winter of 1991 (n= 14) pubertal males also 
form the highest proportion of the population, but not as strikingly so as for summer. 
However, a 3*2 G test revealed no significant difference (G = 3.04, p > 0.05) in the 
proportion of different maturity levels in the population between winter and summer. (Sexually 
and socially mature males were lumped together due to small sample size). 
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Fig 4.4 
Seasonal variation in the proportions of different maturity levels in the Kaikoura sperm whale population. 
Social Interactions: 
The vast majority of encounters with sperm whales in the Kaikoura population were with 
single whales. Very few whales were seen at the surface with other whales, and the frequency 
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Frequency of encounters with sperm whales in different group sizes. 
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To investigate whether maturity influences social interactions among sperm whales in the 
Kaikoura population, the maturity of whales seen in either aggregations or groups was 
compared with that of whales not seen in a social context. Because sample sizes are small 
pubertal males and sexually and socially mature males have been lumped together. These 
lumped together males have been compared with immature and "uncertain" whales of both 
sexes. 
Immatures and Pubertal Sexually and 
"Uncertain" Males Socially 
(both sexes) Mature Males 
Social 4 16 1 
Non Social 7 6 7 
Table 4.2 
Social behaviour of different sperm whale groups. 
A 2*2 G test revealed no significant difference in sociality between males, and that of 
whales in the "uncertain" and immatures categories (G = 1.28, p > 0.05) 
Seasonal variation in social behaviour: 
Sociality of whales was compared between seasons and blocks to determine whether 
there were significant variations between these two variables. The data gathered over the two 
summer field seasons have been pooled and compared with the data gathered in winter. Spring 
field season data have been excluded as few were gathered. Group size data were transformed 
using a square root transformation. A 2-factor Analysis of Variance revealed no significant 
season or block effect (p = 0.274 and 0.499 respectively) but there was a significant interaction 
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Fig 4.6. 
Season and Block interaction effect on group size of sperm whales off the Kaikoura coast. Error bars show 
standard errors. 
Mean group size varies in an inverse pattern between season and block in summer and 
winter. In summer the mean group size increases in blocks 2 and 4 over the group sizes in 
blocks 1 and 3. In winter the mean group size decreases in blocks 2 and 4 below the group 
sizes in blocks 1 and 3. 
Habitat partitioning: 
To examine whether there is any evidence of habitat partitioning between whales of 
different size, regressions between body size and water depth where the whale was 
photographed have been examined for the summer and winter field seasons. The results are 
shown below in Figs 4.7 & 4.8. 
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Fig 4.7. 
Regression of body size against water depth for whales photographed in summer. 95% Confidence limits have 
been fitted to the slope of the regression line. 
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Fig 4.8 
14 15 16 
Regression of body size against water depth for whales photographed in winter. 95% Confidence limits have 
been fitted to the slope of the regression line. 
In summer there was no significant relationship between whale size and water depth. 
However, the regression plotted for winter, (Fig 4.8), revealed a significant negative 
relationship between body size and water depth. 
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This difference in distribution between whales of different body size can also be 
illustrated by plotting the position of whales by maturity level. This is shown in Figs 4.9 and 
4.10. Data from both summer seasons have been pooled together to make this comparison. 
Only the first position a whale was photographed at per day has been included in this plot, as 
resightings of an individual during the day were not considered independent. 
Whales of all levels of maturity are seen within the same areas in summer, particularly in 
block 2 (Fig 4.9). In winter there seems to be an inshore movement of the larger, mature 
whales (Fig 4.10). Whales of all levels of maturity are also seen in the same areas in block 2, 
as for summer. 
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Behaviour: 
Behavioural notes were taken during 377 encounters with whales. 
Head Raises: (4.5% of encounters) 17 head raises were recorded. Eight individually identified 
and measured whales were seen performing this behaviour. One sexually mature male, three 
pubertal males, three "uncertain"s, and one whale which may be a female. 
Tail lifts: (1.1 % of encounters) Four tail lifts were recorded. All whales that were seen lifting 
their tails, and later measured, were pubertal males. 
Breaches: (1.1 % of encounters) Four breaches were seen during our time in Kaikoura. Only 
one of the whales seen to breach was measured, and was a pubertal male. 
Avoidance by turning: (17.2% of encounters). Some whales reacted to the approach of the boat 
by either turning away from the boat, or shallow diving. These reactions seemed to be stronger 
if a whale was approached from the side, or if we approached to within approximately 300 
metres of the whale at speeds exceeding 5-10 knots. This behaviour was observed from 
small whales of unknown sex, an immature female, pubertal males, one sexually and one 
socially mature male. 
Shallow dives: (16.5% of encounters) Occasionally a whale shallow dived on its side so that 
the tips of its tail flukes were visible above the surface. Shallow diving was observed from 
small whales of unknown sex, an immature female, pubertal males and one sexually mature 
male. 
Other avoidance: Several times whales fluked just as the boat was approaching them. It is not 
possible to determine whether these whales were about to fluke anyway, or whether they were 
fluking earlier than nom1al in order to avoid the approaching boat. This happened often enough 
to suggest that this could be another form of avoidance used by whales who have spent 
sufficient time at the surface re-oxygenating, to be able to resume a deep dive. 
Diving: Sperm whales off the Kaikoura coast appear to spend almost all their time feeding. 
Very few whales spent more than about ten minutes at the surface after a dive, and very little 
social behaviour was observed. The whales appear to simply be diving, coming to the surface 
to re-oxygenate, and then diving again. Estimates of dive times have been made by examining 
our data base of resightings of individuals. The time we first see a whale and the time that it 
fluked is recorded. Whales seen at the surface twice within approximately an hour have been 
assumed to have been on a deep dive and resurfaced. (Dives lasting longer than one hour could 
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have occurred, but our experience from waiting at the surface for whales to re-surface suggests 
that dives of this length occur infrequently). 
Dive times estimated in this way range from 4 minutes to 59 minutes (n = 53). Dives 
lasting 50 or more minutes were quite rare in most seasons, except over the summer of 1991/2 
when approximately half of the dive estimates were over 50 minutes. The mean dive time over 
all seasons was 42.5 minutes (95% ci = 3.1 minutes). 
It was difficult to determine the time a whale spent at the surface after a deep dive as there 
was often doubt as to whether its first blow was seen. We were positive we saw the first blow 
for five whales, and the average time spent at the surface for these whales was 10 minutes 
(range 8-12 minutes). The average time spent at the surface for all whales was 9 minutes (n = 




Dorsal calluses were found on 27% of males in the Kaikoura population. This is 
approximately the expected proportion for the male component of a population, (Kasuya 
and Ohsumi, 1966). The size of males with calluses suggested they were pubertal. Only 
18% of whales within our female and immature size class were found with dorsal callus. 
An estimated 63% of females and 30% of immature males taken in Japanese coastal whaling 
in 1964 and 1965 had a dorsal callus (Kasuya and Ohsumi, 1966). Amborn and Whitehead 
(1989), recorded 84% of females and immatures with dorsal callus. Our results indicate a 
lower proportion of the female and immature whales in this population with dorsal callus. If 
we assume that all the whales in our female and immature size class were immature males 
(i.e. all whales in this population are males) then 24.4% of immature males have a dorsal 
callus and overall results fit better with those from Kasuya and Ohsumi (1966). 
Size estimates, shown in Table 4.1, suggest that a high proportion of the sperm whale 
population at Kaikoura are males (a minimum of 73% ). Breeding schools appear to be 
restricted to latitudes lower than that of our study area and the limits of their range has been 
found to be strongly correlated with the position of the sub-tropical convergence (Best, 
1979; Rice, 1989). The subtropical convergence has been found to extend Southwards as 
far as our study area, but generally lies offshore from the area we covered (Gaskin, 1971). 
One group of ten whales was seen in spring 1990 and appeared to fit the description 
of a breeding school, or nursery group. While surveying a transect in block 4 we heard a 
sound like loud applause with the directional hydrophone. As we had never heard anything 
like this before, we abandoned the transect and investigated the source of the noise. We 
found a group which was coordinated in its swimming movement and tightly structured. 
Long periods (approximately an hour between deep dives) were spent at the surface and we 
heard codas while we were following the group at the surface. One calf, approximately 6-
7 metres in length was seen in the middle of the group. This group was seen offshore from 
the eastern boundary of block 4. The position of the subtropical convergence has been 
recorded as extending to approximately this region (Gaskin, 1971) suggesting that some 
females might occasionally enter the Kaikoura population. 
Age: 
The only reasonable way we could assess age structure of sperm whales in Kaikoura 
was to estimate ages from age/length keys using size measurements for each individual. 
There are problems associated with using age/length keys which need to be kept in mind 
before any conclusions can be made from them. The first problem is that length 
measurements made from dead animals will have measurement errors associated with them. 
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This is especially true for large marine mammals as their bodies distort on land when no 
longer supported by water (Gordon, 1986). This makes comparison of measurements from 
live animals with those measured in whaling operations more difficult, as the accuracy of 
whaling measurements is uncertain. 
Another problem with using age/length keys is that there are regional differences in 
growth rates, which can introduce variations in the results. One of the age/length keys used 
in this study (Ohsumi, 1977) is from whales caught in the North Pacific, and it is likely that 
these whales are a different stock to the whales investigated in this study. The second 
age/length key (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973) was produced from data gathered from sperm 
whales caught in an area that overlaps with our study area. These whales are probably from 
the same stock as those we are studying and so variation caused by regional differences in 
growth rate are unlikely to affect this key. 
A further problem associated with age/length keys is the inaccuracy arising from the 
difficulty involved with interpreting tooth laminations (IWC, 1966). This problem is 
enhanced as the whales grow older and the laminations become less clear as they are 
compacted. Once the tooth is laminated right through to the pulp cavity age cannot be 
reliably interpreted. Variation in interpretation of tooth laminations between different 
workers can also cause inaccuracies (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973). 
Table 4.1 and Fig 4.3 show inconsistencies between the age estimations obtained 
from Gaskin and Cawthorn's (1973) key and Ohsumi's (1977) key. The age estimates from 
Ohsumi (1977) were always higher than Gaskin and Cawthorn's (1973) and this difference 
increased with larger, older whales. It is possible that this discrepancy is caused by 
differences in growth rates of the whales used to produce the keys, as they are likely to be 
from different stocks. 
Maximum longevity in sperm whales is thought to be at least 60-70 years (Rice, 
1989). The results from both age/length keys indicate that whales in the lower half of the 
age range are represented in the Kaikoura population but older whales do not appear to be 
present. The average age estimated from Gaskin and Cawthorn (1973) was 14 years, and 
from Ohsumi (1977) 19 years. Again, the results suggest that Kaikoura population is 
largely made up of schools of bachelor males. Bachelor males tend to associate in loosely 
structured groups of similarly sized (aged) whales, and the largest males are often solitary 
(Best, 1979; Rice, 1989). 
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Maturity: 
The maturity levels reached by the whales in this population can be estimated using 
two methods. The first method involves the direct use of size estimates. Summary data 
from Rice (1989) and Best (1974) suggest that females attain sexual maturity at 8.3-9.2 
metres, and reach physical maturity at 10.4-11.0 metres. Males are estimated to have 
reached 8.7-10.3 metres at puberty, 11.0-12.0 metres at sexual maturity, 13.7 metres at 
social maturity, and 15.2-16.1 metres at physical maturity. 
The second method involves the use of age estimates derived from age/length keys. 
Once approximate ages are known, levels of maturity can be estimated. Summary data 
(Best, 1974; Rice, 1989) suggests that females are between 7 and 13 years when they 
become sexually mature and between 25 and 45 years at physical maturity. Males are 
estimated to reach puberty between 7 and 11 years of age, sexual maturity between 18 and 
21 years, social maturity between 25 and 27 years, and physical maturity between 35 and 
60 years. 
Initial attempts to assess levels of maturity, based on size estimates, resulted in the 
callus data conflicting with previous work in the literature. All males seen with a callus were 
classified as sexually mature from length estimates. No mature males have ever been seen 
with a dorsal callus in other areas (Kasuya and Ohsumi, 1966; Amborn and Whitehead 
1989). However, only 22 mature males were sampled by Kasuya and Ohsumi (1966), and 
just 7 mature males by Amborn and Whitehead (1989), so the conclusion that mature males 
do not have dorsal callus seems a little weak. Although the data available for mature male 
sperm whales is relatively inconclusive, differences exist between mature males, mature 
females and immature whales in other toothed whales. Adult male killer whales, Orcinus 
orca, have an erect dorsal fin, about 3.5-5.5 feet in height. Adult females have a smaller 
dorsal fin, 1.5-2.5 feet in height. Juveniles are distinguishable by their small fin and body 
size (Bigg, 1982). It is highly likely that these differences in fin size are hormonally 
controlled as changes in fin size seem to occur as the animals mature. 
The second method was also used whereby the ages of whales were estimated from 
two age/length keys (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973; Ohsumi, 1977). Using the results from 
Gaskin and Cawthorn's key the majority of whales in the Kaikoura population were 
classified as pubertal, fitting well with the callus results we obtained. Maturity estimates 
made from ages obtained from Ohsumi's age/length key also resulted in some "sexually 
mature" males having a dorsal callus (Table 4.3). 
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Puberty is reached in male sperm whales at about seven years of age, and ends at 
about eighteen years. Pubertal males are between about 8.7 and 11.4 metres in length (Rice, 
1989). Age estimates from Gaskin and Cawthorn's age/length key suggest around 22 
whales could be pubertal, compared with about 12 using Ohsumi's age/length key. Levels 
of maturity, based on size estimates, suggest that about 9 whales could be pubertal males, 
corresponding slightly better with age estimates based on Ohsumi's key than Gaskin and 
Cawthorn's. 
Age estimates suggested that some whales in the Kaikoura population were older than 
the approximate age at which sexual maturity is reached (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973; 
Ohsumi, 1977). Best (1974) and Rice (1989) estimated that male sperm whales reach 
sexual maturity at about 19 years of age. According to Gaskin and Cawthorn's (1973) 
age/length key eight whales from the Kaikoiura area have reached this level of maturity, or 
beyond. Ohsumi's (1977) key indicates 23 whales are sexually mature at least The size at 
sexual maturity is estimated to be between 11.4 and 13.6 metres (Rice, 1989). This method 
indicated 24 sexually mature whales to be in the population, corresponding more closely 
with Ohsumis's age/length key results (Table 4.3). However, as mentioned above, the 
maturity estimates made using ages from Ohsumi's age/length key and size estimates 
conflict with expected callus results. 
Male sperm whales are estimated to reach physical maturity at 35 to 60 years of age 
and at 15.2 metres in length (Rice, 1989). None of the whales aged using Gaskin and 
Cawthorn's (1973) key were estimated to be older than 29 years, indicating that there are no 
physically mature males in the Kaikoura population. Ohsumi's age/length key estimated one 
whale to be over 30 years of age. Our size estimates suggest that none of the males were 
physically mature. 
Examining the two age/length keys (Ohsumi, 1977; Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1973) by 
comparing age based estimates of maturity with length-based estimates suggests that age 
estimates from Ohsumi's key correspond better with reported summary data in the literature 
(Rice, 1989; Best 1974). However, due to the high incidence of dorsal calluses among 
relatively large males in the Kaikoura population, Gaskin and Cawthorn's has been 
assumed to be more accurate at assessing the ages of these whales as only males in the 
pubertal age range would be expected to have dorsal calluses. It appears that the males in 




As seen in Fig. 4.5 in the results section, sperm whales in Kaikoura are rarely seen 
interacting with other whales at the surface. Whales seen in groups and aggregations were 
lumped together in this comparison. In doing this we may have over estimated the amount 
of sociality. Whales seen in groups are almost certain to be interacting together as their 
movements are coordinated, however this may not be true for whales seen in aggregations. 
These whales may simply have surfaced within half a mile of each other without any social 
motivation, although they will have been in acoustic contact while feeeding. This would 
occur more frequently in areas where sperm whale density is high, for example, in areas 
where prey species aggregate. 
Best (1979) reported that for most bachelor schools taken in the whaling operation he 
investigated, the difference in body length between members of the school was less than six 
feet (1.8 metres). Comparing the body lengths of sperm whales seen in a social context at 
Kaikoura a similar relationship was seen with whales having between 0.52 and 1.86 metres 
difference in body length. 
Large aggregations of sperm whales have been found spread out over quite large 
distances, from about 8 to 20 miles. These aggregations have been observed split up into 
smaller groups within the aggregation, and even dispersed into singles and pairs (Best, 
1979). Gaskin (1964, 1971) found that social behaviour among sperm whales seems to be 
related to long distance movements. While travelling sperm whales group together, with 
individuals spaced between 10 and 100 yards apart (Gaskin 1971). When travelling whales 
arrive at a suitable feeding location the group breaks up and whales disperse (Gaskin 1964). 
Larger groups of sperm whales tend to be seen further offshore at Kaikoura (Barbara Todd 
and Roger Sutherland pers. commn.) suggesting that bachelor groups of sperm whales are 
travelling through the area, but when moving in to feed, the social structure of the groups 
becomes diffuse. 
Further support for this theory comes from our own observations. On some days we 
have been unable to find any whales within our study area, yet whales were quite abundant 
again only a few days later. This suggests that the whales, though loosely structured 
socially within the study area, are moving in and out as a group. 
Fluctuations in group size between blocks varied inversely with season. As group 
size increased in a block in summer, it decreased in the same block in winter, and vice 
versa. This may reflect changes in the distribution of whales between summer and winter. 
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Where sperm whale densities are higher there is a greater chance that aggregations of 
whales will be seen at the surface. In block 1 the mean group size was higher in winter than 
summer. Transect data show that the mean number of whales heard in block 1 in winter 
was 17.0, compared with 2.9 in summer (Table 2.4). This same pattern could also be seen 
in block 3, where the mean group size was again higher in winter than summer. The mean 
number of whales heard per transect was 13 in winter and 6 in summer (Table 2.4). This 
does not hold for blocks 2 and 4 however, as the mean numbers of whales heard per 
transect are similar for each block in both seasons. The whales do seem to be more social in 
blocks 2 and 4 in summer, but the reason for this is unclear. 
Habitat partitioning: 
Male sperm whales may be able to dive deeper than females and calves, and evidence 
for this comes from whaling data and the different diets of mature males and females 
(Caldwell et. al., 1966; Matthews, 1938; Mikhalev et. al., 1981). The limits of duration and 
depth of dive are thought to be related to body size (Caldwell et. al., 1966). Based on this 
knowledge we hypothesised that larger males would be found in deeper waters, as they 
would be able to dive to, and feed at, greater depths. 
There was no positive relationship between body size and water depth for either 
season (Figs 4.7 & 4.8). In summer there is no significant relationship, and in winter there 
is a significant negative relationship. The plot of distribution based on maturity level for 
winter (Fig 4.10) also indicates an inshore distribution of larger whales. 
Three clusters of whale distribution can be seen in block 1 in Fig. 4.10. One in the 
centre of the top of block 1, a second half-way down the left margin of the block, and a 
third in the lower right corner. These clusters correspond well to positions where fishermen 
in Kaikoura set groper nets in winter, lending further support to the hypothesis that groper 
are affecting sperm whale distribution. Habitat partitioning results indicate that large whales 
are utilising the inshore areas in winter, whereas smaller whales are staying further 
offshore, in similar areas to the summer distribution. 
Behaviour: 
Whales in the Kaikoura population appear to spend most of their time feeding. Their 
diving behaviour appears consistent with deep feeding dives and while diving the whales 
were clicking regularly. Regular clicking by sperm whales while diving is believed to be 
used in echolocation of prey species (Backus and Schevill, 1963; Papastavrou et. al. 1989; 
Rice, 1989). 
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Waters and Whitehead (1990) have investigated various aspects of aerial behaviour in 
sperm whales groups off the Galapagos Islands. Their results indicate that far more aerial 
behaviour occurrs in breeding schools than in the bachelor schools at Kaikoura. Breaches 
and lobtails occurred in sessions or "bouts" in the Galapagos groups, whereas they 
occurred only rarely and always singly at Kaikoura. Mean breaching rate for the Galapagos 
groups reached 3.01/h in 1985, and was 1.39/h in 1987. We only saw four breaches over 
our five field seasons indicating a very low breaching rate in comparison. Lobtails were not 
seen in the Kaikoura population. Although whales did lift their flukes above the water 
occasionally, they did not slap the water as in a lobtail. This seems to support the 
assumption the breaching and lobtailing have a social function (Waters and Whitehead, 
1990), as social behaviour is very infrequent among the Kaikoura sperm whales in 
comparison with the Galapagos groups. 
Sperm whales have been known to exhibit avoidance reactions to vessels approaching 
them (e.g. Whitehead, 1987b). Boat avoidance reactions varied among individual sperm 
whales at Kaikoura. Some individuals hardly seemed to notice our approach and others 
would not allow us to approach to within approximately 60--100 metres. Boat avoidance 
reactions appeared to be strongest when we approached from the side of the whale in 
attempts to take stereophotographs. Often a whale would turn away or shallow dive in 
response to side approaches and then appear to settle when we went behind it to take 
identification photographs as it fluked. 
Mean dive durations and times at the surface calculated for the Kaikoura population 
corresponded well with similar estimations made for other populations (eg Papastavrou et. 
al., 1989). Caldwell et. al. (1966) report that females dive for shorter periods than males, 
with dives lasting only 20 minutes, followed by about four minutes at the surface. While 
short dives such as this were seen in the Kaikoura population occasionally, dive time could 
not be related to the sex of the whale as almost all whales in the population were males. The 
whales in breeding schools near the Galapagos (Papastavrou et. al., 1989) dived for similar 
periods as bachelor males at Kaikoura, but young calves were found to be restricted to near 
the surf ace. 
In conclusion, our results suggest that the population of sperm whales found off the 
Kaikoura coast is largely comprised of bachelor school males. Social organisation is weak 
compared with that of breeding groups seen in tropical areas. Diving behaviour is consistent 





The data gathered in this study have provided further insights into the distribution, 
population structure, social organisation, and behaviour of bachelor male schools of sperm 
whales. Until very recently no non-invasive research had been carried out on these particular 
groups, leaving an important gap in our knowledge of the biology and ecology of the species as 
a whole. 
Sperm whale distribution has been widely documented as being influenced by sea floor 
morphology, particularly the edge of the continental shelf, water movements, and feeding 
requirements (Caldwell et. al., 1966; Bannister, 1968; Best, 1969; Gaskin, 1971; Best, 1979). 
The distribution data gathered in this study suggest that these factors are influencing sperm 
whale distribution in the area off the Kaikoura coast. By comparing sperm whale distribution 
with areas where large groper catches are common, and by investigating whaling data from this 
area, I have shown that in winter sperm whales are more abundant and appear to be moving 
into areas where groper are concentrated. This change in distribution was due to large males, 
those approximately 14 metres or more in length, entering into shallower waters. This is the 
first study that I am aware of, which has provided evidence that seasonal changes in local 
sperm whale distribution and abundance are correlated with seasonal changes in the distribution 
and abundance of their prey. 
The distribution and abundance data gathered in this study provides a useful baseline 
from which comparisons can be made with bachelor school male populations in other areas 
(e.g. Nova Scotia). It will also be used as a baseline for continued research by Drs. Dawson 
and Slooten on the Kaikoura population. This population has recently been the focus of much 
public interest due to the advent of whale watching in the area. Concern has been expressed as 
to the likely effects that intense boat interactions will have on the whales. Decreasing abundance 
of sperm whales may be one indication of an adverse reaction to tourist boat disturbance. 
Changes in distribution could also indicate such an effect, as whales might resort to feeding in 
offshore areas in order to avoid disturbance from tourist boats. 
Cetaceans as a whole, and sperm whales in particular, are difficult animals to study. Male 
sperm whales spend approximately 80% of their time below the surface on feeding dives, 
making it difficult to gather data from them. While at the surface, the Kaikoura whales often 
displayed avoidance reactions to the approach of boats, further hindering data collection. The 
development of a simple, accurate, boat-based stereophotogrammetric system has made the 
gathering of useful size data a relatively quick and inexpensive exercise. It takes just one to 
three minutes to get useable stereo pairs from alongside a whale, and resulting length estimates 
can provide invaluable data on the sex, age and maturity of individually identified whales. 
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Error results from remeasurements of individual sperm whales show that our 
stereophotogrammetric system is capable of reasonably accurate measurements (median 
coefficient of variation= 5.57%). Future data gathered from the Kaikoura population will allow 
the growth rates of individual sperm whales to be measured over time. Although our 
measurements are not highly precise, they are likely to be similar accuracy to those data 
gathered during whaling operations. The exact points to measure from are obscure in both 
instances. It is difficult to measure the exact length of a landed whale as it tends to be slumped 
onto its stomach and is not necessarily lying straight. Similar inaccuracies would result from 
stereo pair measurements as whales flexed in the water. 
The stereophotographic system that has been developed during this study could also be 
used to meet the needs of other research projects. Data gathered with this system could be used 
to investigate population structure, growth rates of individually identified animals and social 
organisation (e.g. size-class segregation, or school structure). The system could easily be 
adapted for use with other marine species, such as humpback and pilot whales, or even for 
studies of terrestrial animals. Elephants (Croze, 1972; Rilther, 1982), sharks (Klimley and 
Brown, 1983), corals (Done, 1981), bats (Jones and Rayner, 1988), bowhead whales 
(Cubbage and Calambokidis, 1987; Davies et. al., 1983), and bird flocks (Major and Dill, 
1978) are among the diverse animals that have been studied using photogrammetric systems. 
Terrestrial application would allow photogrammetric control to be incorporated quite easily into 
our system (see Rilther, 1982), and this would be likely to result in improved accuracy of 
measurements made from stereo pairs. 
The mixed group, or nursery school, is the primary unit in sperm whale social 
organisation and has received by far the most interest from researchers to date. Almost all data 
available from male groups has been gathered during whaling operations. This method of data 
collection is biased due to size restrictions imposed on whale catches and offers few 
behavioural insights. For example, growth rates and feeding behaviour for smaller whales are 
not well understood (e.g. Rice, 1989). Behavioural changes which are a direct result of 
disturbance are also incorporated into the data (e.g. descent rates on dives, dive depths, 
swimming speed, and social structure of groups. (Gaskin, 1964; Caldwell et. al., 1966; 
Bannister, 1968). Non-invasive studies on all aspects of population biology for male groups 
are needed before a full understanding of the complex social organisation of this species can be 
reached. 
Many of the findings on bachelor groups recorded in the literature have been found to 
correspond well with our findings for the Kaikoura population. Bachelor groups observed 
during whaling operations were generally spread out over large distances, particularly when 
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feeding beyond the continental shelf (Best, 1979; Gaskin, 1964). Few, if any females have 
been observed in these areas. Females were not expected to be seen as they tend to be restricted 
to lower latitudes (Rice, 1989). Approximately 27% of pubertal males possessed a dorsal 
callus, corresponding well with the findings of Kasuya and Ohsumi (1966). None of the 
mature males were seen with a dorsal callus. There is some doubt associated with these results 
however, as some males we estimated to be pubertal were very large compared with pubertal 
males in other areas (Best, 1974; Rice, 1989). This suggests either that the Kaikoura population 
males are growing faster before reaching sexual maturity than males in other regions, or that 
some sexually mature males have dorsal callus. The age/length key produced by Gaskin and 
Cawthorn (1973) suggests that the former explanation is more likely. 
Whitehead et. al. (in press) investigated the distribution and behaviour of male sperm 
whales on the Nova Scotian shelf. Sperm whales were distributed along the shelf edge, and 
particularly within submarine canyons, although some whales were also found in shallower 
waters on top of the shelf. The whales observed off the Kaikoura coast were also associated 
with the shelf in this area. Whales photographed of the Kaikoura coast were associated with the 
1000 metre depth contour in all seasons (Figs 2.2 - 2.6). This is approximately the bottom of 
the steep section of the shelf. The sea floor continues to drop beyond 1000 metres, but less 
steeply. In May, Fig 2.2, whales appear to have moved into shallower waters further up the 
shelf, and were found in waters as shallow as 200 metres, and appeared to be associated with 
the 500 metre depth contour. 
The pattern of sperm whale distribution at Nova Scotia was consistent between years, 
with there being regions within the gully where whales were consistantly more likely to be 
found (Whitehead et. al., in press). This same feature of sperm whale distribution was also 
noticed at Kaikoura. There were several locations where sperm whales were consistantly 
found. One location, known as the "gunsight" by locals, runs through the centre of block 2 in 
our study area. Another such location is "the Island", which lies at the bottom of block 1, and 
sperm whales are often in this area in May. 
Sperm whale distribution also appeared to change consistantly on a seasonal basis. 
Although whales were found in different areas at different times of the year, there appears to be 
a distribution pattern for each season which is similar between years. There appears to be a 
similar "summer distribution" within our study area over both seasons, although in summer 
1990 the whales were also found further South. 
The whales off the Nova Scotian shelf were mainly males, with occasional incursions of 
females being recorded. The fishery for sperm whales in this area caught exclusively males, 
principally between 12.0 - 17.0 metres in length (Whitehead et. al., in press). This is very 
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similar to the population structure of sperm whales off Kaik:oura, with the majority of whales 
thought to be males between about 12 and 15 metres in length. 
Little evidence of sociality was seen off Nova Scotia, and aerial behaviour was rare 
(Whitehead et. al., in press). No more than two males were seen coordinating movements and 
the mean group size was 1.1. Although whales were observed within 1000 metres of each 
other, they appeared to behave independently. This is very similar to the sociality of males 
observed off Kaikoura. Groups as large as six whales were seen coordinating their movements, 
but this was a very rare occurrance, and mean group size was 1.35. Aerial behaviour was also 
rare, with just four breaches observed and no lobtails. Although whales did occassionally raise 
their tails above the water surf ace, they did not slap them back down as in a lobtail. 
Whitehead has investigated the breeding behaviour mature male sperm whales off the 
Galapagos Islands (Whitehead and Amborn, 1987; Whitehead, 1987b, 1990) and likened it to 
the mating behaviour of male African elephants, Loxodonta africana. I have investigated further 
the comparison between the social organisation and population biology of sperm whales and 
African elephants and found some striking similarities. Social organisation is almost identical 
for both species, with mixed groups (whales) and families (elephants) consisting of females 
and immature males (Buss, 1961; Eltringham, 1977, 1982; Best, 1979; Western and Lindsay, 
1984; Rice, 1989). Membership of these groups, composed of approximately 10 individuals 
for elephants and 20 for sperm whales, is believed to be long-term, or even permanent (Best, 
1979; Eltringham, 1982; Whitehead and Amborn, 1987; Rice, 1989). At puberty (7-11 years 
in sperm whales, 11-12 years in elephants) males are expelled from their respective natal 
groups and form all male groups with weak social bonds (Croze, 1974; Best, 1979; 
Eltringham, 1982; Poole, 1987; Rice, 1989). 
Both African elephants and sperm whales are believed to communicate using 
vocalisations (Watkins, 1980; Poole et. al., 1988; Whitehead and Weilgart, 1990). These 
vocalisations are hypothesised to be used for spatial coordination of groups (elephants), mate 
searching (elephants and whales), and proclamation of competitive ability (sperm whales) 
(Poole et. al., 1987; Weilgart and Whitehead, 1988). 
Breeding systems are very similar in these species with females having their first calf 
between 7 and 13 years of age in sperm whales, and at about fourteen years in African 
elephants (Eltringham, 1982; Rice, 1989). Gestation is long in both species, 14-16 months in 
sperm whales, and 22 months in elephants (Eltringham, 1982; Hall-Martin, 1987; Rice, 1989). 
Calves are cared for by their mothers for about two years, and calves have also been seen to be 
"minded" by other individuals in the group for both species (Lee, 1987; Amborn and 
Whitehead, 1989). 
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Growth rates are similar in both species. Males experience a growth spurt after puberty 
and female growth rates slow at this time (Eltringham, 1982; Rice, 1989). Both species are 
sexually dimorphic, with males growing considerably larger than females (Best, 1969; 
Eltringham, 1982). 
Understanding about the social organisation, population structure, and reproductive 
biology of African elephants is far more advanced than for sperm whales. Examining what is 
known about elephants may help us recognise areas which are poorly understood for sperm 
whales (e.g. vocalisations and their functions). 
Because of their relatively healthy populations, sperm whales are being reconsidered as a 
viable whaling species. Before sensible descisions can be made about whaling regulations for 
sperm whales there needs to be a greater understanding of their breeding system, which is 
currently poorly understood (Whitehead, 1987b). Some evidence of relative depletions of 
mature males and decreased female density has been found but researchers have a long way to 
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Appendix A 
Sperm whale measurement results 
9 1 
Date ID# Mean BHT BHE StDev CoVar % TL m Med TL m 
17/11/91 HL 40 7.517 7.912 12.632 12.375 
22/12/91 HL 40 7.152 7.539 12. 117 
18/12/90 HL 60 5.617 5.967 9.950 9.950 
5/12/91 HL 80 7.311 7. 701 0.415 2.540 12.342 11.699 
8/12/91 HL 80 6.856 7.236 11. 699 
21/12/91 HL 80 6.483 6.854 11 . 1 72 
16/11/90 HL 120 8.122 8.532 0.443 5.607 13.487 13.376 
? * 17/11/90 HL 120 7.966 8.372 13.266 
20/12/91 HL 120 7.065 7.450 11. 994 
" 5/1/92 
HL 120 8.133 8.543 13.502 
5/1 /92 HL 120 8.302 8. 716 13.741 
5/1/92 HL 120 7.785 8.187 13.011 
6/12/91 HL 140 7.269 7.658 0.339 4.922 12.282 11.578 
20/12/91 HL 140 6.622 6.996 11.369 
20/12/91 HL 140 6.770 7.148 11.578 
17/11/91 HL 180 6.751 7.128 0.898 13.578 11.551 11.551 
5/12/91 HL 180 7.438 7.831 12.521 
8/12/91 HL 180 5.657 6.008 10.006 
16/11/91 HR20 7.737 8.138 0.429 5.529 12.943 12.943 
6/12/91 HR20 7.338 7.729 12.380 
20/12/91 HR20 8.195 8.607 13.590 
15/5/91 HR80 8.527 8.947 14.058 14.021 
31/5/91 HR80 8.474 8.892 13.984 
16/11/91 HR 100 8.379 8.795 13.849 12.946 
11/12/91 HR 100 7.099 7.484 12.042 
6/12/90 HR 120 8.004 8.411 13.320 14.195 
13/12/91 HR 120 9.243 9.680 15.069 
17/11/91 HR 140 7.450 7.844 12.538 1 2. 11 6 
6/12/91 HR 140 6.853 7.233 11.695 
4/12/90 HR 160 7.378 7.770 0.273 3.802 12.436 12.310 
4/1 2/90 HR 160 6.784 7.162 11.597 
17/12/90 HR 160 7.242 7.631 12.244 
18/12/90 HR 160 7.335 7.726 12.375 
25/5/91 HR 180 7.622 8.020 0.860 11. 943 12.781 12.454 
"I 
6/12/91 HR 180 7.391 7.783 12.454 
0 
8/1 2/91 HR 180 5.657 6.008 10.006 
92 
Date ID# Mean BHT BHE St Dev CoVar % TL m Med TL m 
13/12/91 HR 180 7.769 8.170 12.988 
20/12/91 HR 180 5.989 6.348 10.475 
21/12/91 HR 180 7.008 7.391 11.914 
3/1/92 HR 180 7.351 7.742 12.398 
oC ¥ 
4/1/92 HR 180 7. 716 8.116 12.913 
5/1/92 HR 180 8.297 8. 711 13. 734 
5/1 2/91 HR 200 7.459 7.853 0.919 12.833 12.550 12.598 
20/12/91 HR 200 5.809 6.164 10.221 
20/12/91 HR 200 7.527 7.923 12.647 
~ 
21/12/91 HR 200 7.857 8.261 13.112 
22/12/91 HR 200 7.771 8.172 12.991 
6/1 /92 HR 220 7.072 7.457 12.004 12.004 
1 6/5/92 LNL 20 8.065 8.473 13.406 13.406 
5/12/91 LNL 60 6.635 7.009 11.387 10.457 
8/12/91 LNL 60 5.317 5.660 9.526 
5/12/91 LSL 20 8.051 8.459 13.386 13.079 
20/12/91 LSL 20 7.615 8.013 12. 771 
26/5/91 LSL 60 7.829 8.232 0.077 0.973 13.073 13. 114 
30/5/91 LSL 60 7.974 8.380 13.278 
31/5/91 LSL 60 7.858 8.262 1 3. 114 
17/12/90 LSR20 7.759 8.160 0.869 12.301 12.974 12.408 
17/12/90 LSR 20 7.382 7.774 12.442 
17/12/90 LSR20 7.334 7.725 12.374 
'• 
18/12/90 LSR 20 5.795 6.149 10.201 
30/5/91 LSR 60 5.467 5.813 9.738 9.738 
16/11/90 MLN 40 6.666 7.041 11.431 11 .431 
22/1 2/90 MLN 60 8.350 8.765 1.085 13.897 13.809 13.407 
25/5/91 MLN 60 8.248 8.661 13.665 
25/5/91 MLN 60 8.611 9.033 14.177 
27/5/91 MLN 60 5.320 5.663 9.530 
22/12/91 MLN 60 7.252 7.641 12.258 
22/1 2/91 MLN 60 7.571 7.968 12. 709 
3/1 /92 MLN 60 8.852 9.279 14.517 
4/1 /92 MLN 60 8.938 9.367 14.639 
6/1 /92 MLN 60 7.883 8.287 13. 149 
;~ 
6/1 /92 MLN 60 7.072 7.457 12.004 
5/1/92 MLN 100 6.274 6.640 10.877 1 0.877 





20/12/91 MLS 60 
17/12/90 MNS40 
17/12/90 MNS40 
3 O I 5 I 9 1 MTB 20 
3 I 1 / 9 2 MTB 80 
1 7 / 1 2/ 9 0 MTB 100 
8 / 1 2 / 9 1 MTL 40 
15/11 /90 MTL 60 
3 1 / 5 I 9 1 MTR 20 







































































































Med TL m 







1 0. 141 
11. 553 
14.642 
14.953 
11. 081 
11.298 
12.648 
14.599 
11.486 
